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is  available to res earchers proposing further studies in this 
area.  
In the field every assistance was given by the chairman 
of the co -operative ( Mr Pakob Paliau) the plantation manager 
( Mr Nabor Potuku) the local government councillo r ( Mr Be rnard 
Chaminsul ) as well as by the people as a whole . The interest 
and assi stance of a number of other people both within Manus 
and without is acknowledged with gratitude . Particular mention 
must be made of the District Commis sioner, Mr L. J .  O ' Malley; 
the Co -operative Officer, G. W. Tillman; the manager of Edgell 
and Whiteley Ltd . ( former owners of M 'buke plantation) Mr P .  
Byrne; and Mr C .  Carthauser of  the Department of  Education 
who gave invaluable assistance by collecting demographic data, 
recording time patterns,  and helping in many ways . The maps 
were prepared by Mr W. A .  McGrath . 
The Admiralty Islands lie just over two hundred miles 
north of Madang, the main port on the north coast of the island 
of New Guinea . Administratively they constitute the Manus 
District of the Trust Territory of New Guinea, and Manus Island 
is both the largest island in the archipelago and the site of the 
administrative headquarters . The M 'buke Group comprises 
thi rteen s mall islands lying off the south -west c oast of  Manus 
(which is refe rred to as "the mainland "), and take s its name 
from M 'buke Island which is the largest and southernmost island 
in the group . Today the sole village in the group is located on 
M 'buke island and the population of 4 3 2  people maintain their 
permanent home s there, even though some of them reside 
temporarily on other islands of the group while they are working 
c opra . 
The M 'buke people classify the indigenous inhabitants 
of the Manus Di strict into four b road catego ries which are bas ed 
on both physical and cultural differences. The same classifi ­
cation is widely used by othe rs in the district, including Euro -
peans. The first category is called the Manus (in Pidgin 
II ") h • Manus tru or Salt Water people, all of whom trace t e1r 
origin from Peri and all of whom traditionally lived in villages 
built over the water on reefs and islands off the south coast of 
Manus I sland.  The M'buke people belong to this group.  The 
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second c ate gory includes the tribes who inhabit the main island 
of Manus and these  are grouped together under the name Usiai . 
Thirdly there are the Matankor who inhabit the south-eastern 
archipelago including the islands of  Lou, Rambutso, Baluan and 
othe rs . The fourth category c overs the peoples  of the Western 
I slands . It should be pointed out that these are c rude clas sifi ­
cations and that the physical and cultural distinctions betw een 
the various tribal groups in the district are much more corn -
plex . 
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European plantation enterpri s e s  in the M 'buke group 
In the fi rst de cade of this century, none of the M 'buke 
islands was pe rmanently inhabited .  (1) The indigenous people 
who claimed them were then living on the south coast of Manus 
at Chapuwai, near Malai Bay . A Ge rman trader ( whose name 
is not remembered) bought the islands and established himself 
on the island of Anun which is central to the whole group and has 
a good harbou r .  Using indentured labour he cleared bush and 
planted coconuts on the islands of Anun, Tiombwon, Kulinge and 
Ewal . The trees were not yet in bearing when the first world 
war b roke out in 1 9 1 4, and Australian forces took over what was 
then Ge rman New Guinea . 
In accordance with the terms of the Treaty of Ve rsailles  
the Australian government took over all German properties,  in ­
cluding the M 'buke plantation, and ve sted them in a Custodian of 
Expropriated Properties . According to Sherwin ( 19 6 2 : 3 0 ) the re 
were then 1 3 , OOO c oconut trees in va rious stage s of growth on 
the property and over the next few years this number was in­
creased to 1 6, OOO. ( 2 ) By 1 92 0, as  detailed in Appendix C ,  the 
people from Chapuwai had returned and occupied Bulitangalou 
and M 'buke islands, but not the other islands of the M 'buke 
group as thes e  constituted the plantation . 
A Malayan manager was based at Anun, and was visited 
at regular intervals by Mr Richards and other European repre ­
sentatives of the Custodian of Expropriated Properties .  In 1 92 8 ,  
i n  accordance with the policy o f  settling returned servicemen on 
expropriated prope rties,  the M'buke plantation was sold by 
tende r to Mr N .  L. Whiteley for £ 4, 1 00 ( plus £ 5 0 0  for Patali 
which was sold separately) . In 1 9 3 4  the partnership of Edgell 
and Whiteley was formed and M 'buke plantation was taken over 
by the partne rship . 
(1 )  The traditional history of the islands is recorded in Appendix C, which also shows 
the basis of indigenous claims to them. 
(2) Custodian of Expropriated Properties ( 1926) gives 14, 988 palms on all islands 
excluding Patali in 1926. 
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The plantation was worked with indentured labour 
( mo stly from within Manus district but including a few from 
Sepik) until it was abandoned at the time of the Japanese invasion 
in 1 942 and all buildings on M 'buke plantation were de stroyed.  
The plantation became overgrown and many palms were des ­
troyed when the Ameri can c oastal batteries  used the islands as 
ranging points . 
Restoration did not begin until early 1 9 5 1 ,  when Edgell 
and Whiteley appointed Mr G .  Doddridge to supervis e  the clearing 
of  the M 'buke plantation, the reconstruction of buildings and the 
replacement of dead palms . The M 'buke people  initially opposed 
the company ' s  attempt to re - establish, as  owing to the long 
pe riod of inactivity they w ere beginning to assume that the com ­
pany would not return . The plantation was not at that time 
being used at all and when Administration officers  reaffirmed 
the company ' s  rights ,  and the c ompany repres entative explained 
that M 'buke people would be offered employment and would enjoy 
more regular shipping and other facilitie s ,  they agreed to the 
work proceeding. 
Apart from four experienced men drawn from another 
of the company ' s  plantations during the early stage s, all work 
was carried out by M'buke people on a contract basis . Indivi ­
duals cut and dried the copra and were paid at the rate of 
£ 1 8 .  1 5. Od per ton for Hot Air and F. M. S. grades and £ 1 5  per 
ton for Smoke grade copra . The clearing of undergrowth and 
cutting of gras s  was carried out at regular intervals and a given 
price was paid irrespective of the numbers working or time 
taken . ( 1 ) Onc e  a regular routine was established Mr Doddridge 
was appointed manage r at N 'drowa plantation about 25 miles 
away . From there he c ontinued supervision of M 'buke plan ­
tation and spent one or two days there every fortnight . 
Long-te rm prices for most tropical products a re show ­
ing a steady downward trend, but costs of plantation operation 
by Europeans are rising, and European staff are becoming more 
(1 )  The prices paid for this work for each island are listed in Appendix A.  The co­
operative has continued this system and pays the same rates. 
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difficult to obtain . Quite apart from political conside rations it 
is to be expected that unde r  these  circumstances the owners of 
small or  remote plantations will be favourably dis pos ed to s elling 
out if they can find a suitable buye r .  Few Europeans are in -
terested in acquiring such properties and prospective vendors 
must look to indigenous groups and individuals . This trend may 
be obse rved in many parts of the country, and the M 'buke 
plantation is an example of it . 
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Establishment of a co -operative and acquisition of the plantation 
A c o - operative society was formed at M 'buke in 1955 
for the dual purpose of marketing trochus shell and copraO> 
produced by members , and of operating a retail stor e .  The 
society was almost univer sally supported by the people and in its 
fir st year it had about 170 paid up memb e rs from a total popula ­
tion o f  376 (all of whom live in a single village ) . Othe r  memb e rs 
from Malai Bay and Johnston Island gave a total me mbership of 
217. (2) Share capital was subscribed by members at a minimum 
rate of £ 5 each and was derived mostly from sale s of trochus 
shell and by work on the c ompany plantation . 
Early in 1959 leaders of the c o -operative approached 
the Administration about the pos sibility of acquiring M 'buke 
plantation.  The owners w e re agreeable to s elling and afte r a 
government valuation and subs equent negotiations the price of  
£ 6, OOO was agreed upon . Though the firm had found it a com­
mercially satisfactory venture, profits must nece ssarily have 
been small and the property was very inconvenient to manage . 
Moreove r, the setting up of  the c o -ope rative store on M 'buke had 
s eriously reduc ed the turnover of the company ' s  store which was 
run in conjunction with the plantation . 
The Baluan Local Government C ouncil ( which s erves 
M 'buke ) then became interested in the possibility of acquiring 
the plantation . Purchase by the council would have been more 
(1) That is private copra from M1buke and Bulitangalou (which were not included in 
the company plantation) and from Sululau which , though legally a part of the plan­
tation, was not worked by the company after 1 942. 
(2) Johnston Island is a tiny atoll lying between M1buke and Baluan. It was populated 
by Tarwi people (who themselves originated from Peri) many years ago. During the 
war it was abandoned, but was re-occupied in 1947. The 37 adult Johnston Islanders 
joined the M1buke co-operative society and are thus part owners of the M'buke 
plantation. In 1961 they resettled on Tarwi, but still maintain their interest in the 
M1buke co-operative. The Malai Bay people (who are of Usiai stock) last year 
formed their own co-operative and all 36 members withdrew from the M1buke society. 
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straightforward as the council had sufficient ready cash whe reas 
the co -operative did not and would need loan financ e .  But 
operation by the council, which had its headquarters at Baluan 
and served a very wide area, would probably have been difficult . 
The c ouncil considered eithe r running it as a single plantation, 
or renting it in s mall lots to individuals (and pos sibly selling the 
blocks to the individuals w orking them). In 1 9 60 me etings were 
held between council, co -ope rative and government repre senta ­
tives and it was decided that as the M 'buke c o - operative was on 
the spot and as  its membe rs would work the plantation, acquisi ­
tion by the c o -operative would be preferable . 
The c o - ope rative raised the neces sary capital by with ­
drawing £ 1 , 2 8 7  whi ch had been deposited in trust with the Baluan 
Local Gove rnment Council for members of the co-operative, ( 1 ) 
withdrawing a further £ 1 ,  OOO from the Manus Native Societies 
Association, ( 2 )  collecting £ 7 1 3  from members in cash, and 
obtaining a loan of £ 3, 5 0 0  from the Native Loans Board . ( 3 )  The 
loan is for a period of 5 years and is to be repaid in equal 
quarte rly instalments of £ 1 7 5  from 3 1 st March, 1 9 6 2 . Interest 
at the rate of 4 3/4% i s  also payable quarte rly . The loan pro ­
vided £ 5 0 0  working capital in addition to the £ 3 ,  OOO which was 
necessary to make up the purchase price .  A mortgage over the 
plantation was given as s e curity for the loan . 
It is normal practice for c o - operative societies to de ­
posit three - fifths of their share capital with the association (in 
this cas e the Manus Native Societies A s sociation) . To enable 
the plantation to be bought, however, the association gave the 
( 1 )  Some of this money had been paid from War Damage Compensation payments 
made by the Administration. £292. 16. 6 was paid out on M1buke in 1950 and further 
sums in 1 95 3 .  Some of the money had been deposited in an informal "bank" which 
Paliau established, but it was refunded to depositors on Administration orders in 1954. 
(2) The Manus Native Societies Association is the parent body for all co-operative 
societies in the Manus District . The association acts as wholesaler for the member 
societies and usually grants any society credit up to half the value of the share capital 
held on behalf of that society. 
(3) A gove rnment agency which is located in Port Moresby. 
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M 'buke society approval to allow its proportion of capital to fall 
considerably below that figure until such time as income from 
the plantation allows a normal balanc e  to be re sume d. Without 
thi s temporary accommodation fro m  the association the society 
may not have been able to buy the property, at that time at least, 
for it is unlikely that the Native Loans Board would have con ­
sidered a larger loan to be financially sound, or  that the people 
could have raised much more capital thems elves .  
The re was some delay in effecting the transaction as 
the titles to the plantation islands w e re still held by the Custodian 
of Expropriated Properties pending hearings befo re the Land 
Titles Commission, and it was neces sary to regulariz e  the 
company ' s  title befo re it could be le gally transfe rred to the co ­
operative . This was effe cted in due course  and the actual 
purchase by the co - operative took place on 2 9th November 1 9 6 1 .  
All four s moke -houses w e re replaced, using materials 
from the temporary dwelling in which the manager had camped 
during his visits . Unde rgrowth was cleared and s ome replanting 
was unde rtaken . Co -operative ' s  staff say that the former 
caution and suspicion of the M 'buke people was replaced by 
eagerness and enthusiasm for work .  C on sideration was given 
to buying spraying equipment to control the coconut grasshopper 
( sexava) which was prevalent on some islands, and the white ant 
and rhinoceros beetle which was pres ent on othe rs . How ever, 
following official advice,  no action was taken .  ( 1) 
(1) The only effective spraying te chnique known to be suitable is a costly ma chine 
which is driven from the power take-off of a tractor, but the fact that M1buke planta­
tion is spread over a number of small islands , parts of which are too rough for tractors 
anyway, precludes this method of control. Biological control may be feasible. The 
possibility is again under consideration by the Department of Agriculture. 
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Management and work organization 
The directors of the co -ope rative decided to establish 
a management committee to handle the day to day ope ration of 
the plantation . The committee was elected by all members of the 
co -operative (and new elections are held annually) and consists 
of a manage r and four members . Each of the me mbers is 
responsible for a particular s moke -house and for the portion of 
the plantation which uses that s moke -house as its collection and 
proc e s sing point . ( 1 ) 
Each committee member is assigned six ' labourers ' 
( though as will be seen the term is not a ve ry accurate one ) for 
a period of three months . Each memb e r  is also assigned two 
firemen . (2 ) While the latter task is not arduous it requires 
very careful attention to ensure proper drying, and only ex­
perienced men are employed.  They usually stay more or less 
permanently on the one island . 
In the case of Lenj enning, Malon and Anun islands the 
workers live in M 'buke village and go to the plantation each day . 
In the case of the other island s,  which are further away, te m ­
porary housing is built and the worke rs return t o  M ' buke only at 
weekends,  usually from Saturday afternoon to Sunday night or 
Monday morning. 
The committee member decide s what work will be done 
each day. He and the labourers work togethe r on the same 
tasks at the same time . At first all will collect fallen coconuts 
and stack them in heaps . Each man ( including the committee 
memb e r) has his own heaps and the se are identified by his 
'mark' - a c oconut frond, a twig, a c ertain leaf or othe r symbol 
( 1 )  The committee members and the islands for which each is responsible are listed 
in Appendix B .  
(2 )  In fact Lenjenning , Malon and Anun (being the largest unit) have 7 to  9 'labour' 
while Patali (being the smallest) has only 5 labour and 1 fireman. 
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that is his recogniz ed identification . Gathe ring will continue 
for s everal days until there are suffici ent nuts to fill the 
drie r .  ( 1 ) 
Each man husks what he has gathered and the husks are 
strewn about to mulch . (2 ) The nuts are s plit in half, bagged, 
and carried to the s moke -house (on foot if in the same island, or 
by canoe from other islands ) . The number of bags produced by 
each man is recorded by the committee member as the basis for 
later payment . The halved nuts are tipped onto the d rying racks 
while still in the shells an d thenceforth all copra is pooled . 
The firemen then take ove r .  Fires are lit and tended 
day and night . When the copra is dry the firemen take out the 
shells (the copra contracts in the drying proce s s  and falls out of 
the shell ) and store them as fuel for drying future batches of 
copra . No othe r fuel is used.  Fi re men are paid by each 
labourer at the rate of 1 / - per bag of green copra . (The 
labourers are paid according to output at rates shown on page 
2 4) . 
One o f  the inspectors ( see  Appendix B ) then examines 
the copra and divides it, with the help of the labourers,  into 
three grade s .  The labourers then bag and weigh it and it is  
placed in  the copra store (of which the re is  one adjacent to each 
drier ) to await shipment . When a ves sel arrives the weights 
are checked by the s e c retary of the co -operative befo re ship ­
ment . 
(1) During this study the Lenjenning group and the Ewal group picked at random and 
every man owned as many coconuts as he could gather. On Patali , each man was 
allocated 3 rows of trees from which to gather nuts. The T iombwon gang was divided 
into 2 groups, each of which were allotted half the island. The system to be followed 
is a matter for each group to decide. 
(2) A small proportion of husks is kept for smoking fish. The practice of scattering 
husks was established by Edgell and Whiteley Ltd. It has the dual advantages of en­
riching the rather thin topsoil of the islands and giving leguminous beans (which were 
introduced by the former company to increase nitrogen) something to grip onto. 
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The plantation is cleared every four months following 
the patte rn laid down by Edgell and Whiteley Ltd . ( 1 ) This wo rk 
is  neithe r as interesting nor as remune rative as copra cutting. 
During the period of the field study two islands were cut, one by 
a group of 7 Usiai people from Manus,  and the other by a group 
of 2 1  M 'buke women and 3 men . (2 ) Only men are allowed to cut 
copra on the plantation (though some men take their wive s with 
the m  to help) and clearing provides the women with their only 
opportunity to earn money from the plantation . ( 3 ) Of the 4 
islands cleared immediately prior to the field study, 3 were 
cleared by gangs of M 'buke men and 1 by a gang of  Usiai men 
from Manus .  Senior school boys were considering asking for a 
clearing contract during their holidays to raise money for 
sporting equipment . 
Laboure rs 
committee member 
repai r of buildings . 
tenance,  though the 
was paid for. ( 4 ) 
are required to spend suc h  time as the 
require s on replanting of coconuts and the 
No payment is made for normal main­
recent complete reconstruction of driers 
It was originally intended that work groups would be 
roste red and each group given the right to make copra and the 
obligation to clear unde rgrowth on each island in turn . But such 
( 1 )  As shown in Appendix A. In fact most islands were cleared only twice in 1 963,  
but the committee maintain that this was because there was little grass owing to the 
unseasonable drought. 
(2) The former line cleared LenJenning island in 1 26 man-days for a contract fee of 
£40 (equals 6/4 per man-day) ; the latter cleared Ahu in 168 man-days (equals 3/7 per 
man-day) . In both cases M1buke men gave the workers some fish and coconuts, but 
the workers supplied most of their own food. 
(3) About half of the shareholders in the co-operative are women. It should be made 
clear that they asked for this work and when the committee allocated the task to the 
women, all who wanted to go did so. There is no need for compulsion as there is a 
constant demand for tliis work by people from Manus. 
(4) At the modest rate of £ 1 3  per drier (the Lenjenning drier, for example , was built 
by 29 men working intermittently over a period of three weeks).  A small bagging 
shed built on Lenjenning during the study was not paid for. 
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a system was found to be insufficiently flexible to cope with the 
different needs of individuals for time off to travel, build hous es,  
make canoes and so on . Now the w o rk group s di sband at the end 
of each three months period and new groups are formed .  
There do not appear to have been any serious problems 
of di s cipline to contend with . As each man derive s income 
largely according to his efforts ,  and as some would like to work 
more regularly than is at present possible, this is understand ­
able . In the past two years only two men have been dis mis sed 
(by the manage r) from plantation work for not doing their share 
of the communal work on the plantation . They are not barred 
from working again in future . 
When the plantation was acquire d, the c o -operative 
conside red the possibility of operating it on plantation line s with 
members constituting a monthly paid labour force,  and with 
profits being di stributed annually . The idea was rej ected in 
favour of the programme already outlined on the ground that 
supervision would have been mo re difficult, individuals could not 
have been paid in proportion to their output, and the feeling of  
equal participation would have been lost as the re w ould be in ­
sufficient j obs to enable all memb e rs to be e mployed.  The 
M 'buke people place great emphasis on individual action and, as 
noted in Appendix B,  take precautions not to allow any individual 
to obtain too much power in the community . E ffective working 
on plantation lines would probably have neces sitated c onceding 
more powe r  to management than the M'buke people would be 
likely to acc ept for long.  
The normal work -force on the plantation is 35, being 4 
committee me mbe rs (who act as  working foremen), 2 4  labourers 
and 7 firemen . In  addition the manager spends a part of each 
day on the plantation, the 2 inspectors ( who are also directors ) 
are each required to w ork two or three days monthly, and the 
co -operative s e cretary and storeman spend an estimated 2 0  per 
cent of their time dealing with plantation business  (and the rest 
in the co -ope rative store ) . All the above positions are rela­
tively pe rmanent exc ept those of the laboure rs,  who ideally 
change every three months . The total population of adult males  
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on M 'buke is 116. (1) Omitting 9 who s eldom if ever work on the 
plantation, (2) and the 1 6  'permanent ' positions listed above, this 
leaves 9 1  adult male s to fill the 2 4  labour positions, which means 
that each man will have the opportunity to work copra for about 
3� months each yea r .  In addition, clearing provided an average 
of about 40 days ' work per ' labourer ' during the past year (not 
including that done by women or mainland people), and recon ­
struction o f  copra driers anothe r 9 days ' paid work . 
In total, the average ' labourer ' does the equivalent of 
six months full time work on the plantation, but this time is 
s pread throughout the yea r .  Additional income can be earned 
by making copra from individually -owned trees,  diving for 
trochus and pearl shell, and sales of fish to the mainland ( sold 
for cash or barte red for sago ·and vegetables ) . Occasional sums 
are derived from the sale of canoes,  pottery, ornamental shells 
and handcrafts . With the exception of copra, which must be 
worked regularly, all the other items can be done at any time. (3) 
(1 )  According to the latest official census (6 Dec. 1962) .  The census figure includes 
only those between 16 and 45 years of age. There are some ablebodied men above 
45, but there are also 1 2  lads over 16 who are still at school. The figure of 1 16 is 
therefore approximately correct for the male work-force. The total population of the 
island was 432. 
(2) Being 2 physically disabled, 2 church heads, the local government councillor 
and the 4 directors of the co-operative (other than those who are inspectors). 
(3) All ablebodied adults who are not working on the plantation are allocated other 
tasks. Between 7 a. m. and 7. 30 a. m. or thereabouts a gong is sounded and those not 
currently engaged in plantation work assemble in the village square, roughly in a 
line . Facing them are the councillor, the council committee and the directors of the 
co-operative . The councillor formally allocates tasks, but there is often considerable 
discussion before he does so. During the survey several men were allotted each day 
to work on a new schoolroom, some were usually 1sent1 fishing (though the catch was 
their own) and on occasions some were allocated to repairing their own houses, trans­
porting school children to the mainland for examinations or rebuilding the communal 
toilets. Women were assigned to cutting grass in the village, working thatch, and 
domestic duties. This custom of 1lining1 every morning is said to be part of the 'new 
way' (associated with the Paliau movement) though in 1945 a District Officer instructed 
the M.!!2l of M1buke to 'parade kanakas every morning for work and sick call1 
(Bulitangalou Village Book 25 Jan. 1945). 
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Most M 'buke people do no gardening at all, and those 
who do have tiny plots a few yards square . B readfruit, pa­
paw, mango, pandanus and galip nut tre e s  p rovide s mall quan­
tities of supplementary food, but they cannot be classed as 
staple s .  There is some foraging for medicinal plants, but very 
little for food . Most food is obtained from fish and othe r marine 
products , much of which is c onsumed by the produce r, and the 
balanc e  bartered for sago and vegetable foods on the Manus 
mainland . 
No data was collected on the time s pent in activities 
othe r than cash cropping.  However,  allowing for fishing and 
food gathe ring, bartering, hous e  and canoe building, and for 
time spent in sickne ss or attending life c rises ,  the M 'buke people 
find their time fully taken up . This is  not to sugge st that they 
could not do more, but given the existing demand for leisure 
(which incidentally appears to be lower than amongst most 
peoples we have wo rked with in this country) they would need a 
considerable incentive to undertake more . In fact, when gov ­
e rnment staff insisted on almost all houses in the village being 
rebuilt, strangers were engaged to work copra on Patali island 
and to clear undergrowth on Lenj enning.  
1 6 
The e fficiency of labour 
When the company ope rated M ' buke plantation, output 
averaged 64 l /2 tons per yea r .  (1) In its first year of operation the 
co -ope rative produced 6 8  3/ 4 tons and in its se cond year 55 tons . 
Output during the latter year was reduced by a drought, and 
company plantations in the district expe rienced similar reduc ­
tions in output . ( 2 ) In subsequent discussions w e  will assume 
average annual output to be 6 5  tons . 
As the plantation work-fo rce at any one time may be 
taken as 3 7 ( 3 ) each worker produce s  an average of 1 3/4 tons of 
copra per year .  This c overs all tasks (collecting, husking, 
drying, bagging, shipping, replanting, building maintenance etc . ) 
except clearing, which costs £ 8 .  5 .  0 per ton of copra produc ed.  ( 4> 
Nobody, how eve r, works on the plantation every day of 
the w e ek .  Given the size of the work - force and of  the plantation 
it is not neces sary that they should; and given the cost and 
quality of imported food it is considerably cheaper to produce 
most of their own rather than to buy it .  Fish is the main protein 
( 1 )  Actual annual production was: 
1 95 1 - 2  10 tons (plantation reopened after the war) 
1 952-3 62 tons 
1 953-4 79 tons 
1 954-5 60 tons 
1 955-6 54 tons 
1 956-7 53 tons 
1 957-8 76 tons 
1 958-9 73 tons 
1 959-60 50 tons 
1 960- 1 ,E tons 
589 
The average of 64� tons is based on the nine years of full production. 
(2) P. Byrne ,  personal communication. 
(3) As shown on page 14,  but assessing the part-time work of the manager, inspectors , 
secretary and storeman as equivalent to 2 1 full-time1 workers. 
(4) Calculated on the basis of 65 tons copra produced and £540 spent on clearing (as 
shown in Appendix A) per year. 
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food, and in addition to night fishing, plantation worke rs normally 
spend a full day deep - s ea fishing every two weeks . 
A study was made of the time spent on the plantation by 
the gang which was working Lenj enning, Malon and Anun islands 
over a period of six weeks . ( 1 ) The results are summariz ed in 
Tables 1 to 3 .  Table 1 (a ) shows that the labourers in this 
gang spent 2 3  to 2 5 days on plantation work during the six 
weeks, and averaged 7 3/4 hours (not including travelling and 
resting time ) per day worked .  The men were as sisted by their 
wives in some tasks but not in othe rs . As shown in Table 1 (b) 
wives spent from nothing to 1 7  days assisting their  husbands 
during the period (with an ave rage of 1 11/2 days : just unde r half 
the average of their husbands ). 
Table 2 show s the number of days spent in various 
activitie s (plantation work having been converted at 8 hours = 1 
day) . It will be seen that the men in the gang spent an average 
of 3 3/4 days per week on plantation work, and their  wive s 2 
days . Before the survey began, howeve r, this gang did no 
plantation wo rk for 1 0 days . Such breaks are normal and do not 
affect output, in fact they are necessary agriculturally to allow 
an appropriate time between harve sts . The average number of 
days worked per week on the plantation throughout the year 
the refore averages about 3 for men and 1 l/2 for wive s .  During 
the survey period men averaged 1 day per week at the mainland 
( making sago, smoking fish, barte ring vegetables and foraging), 
about l/4 day pe r week fishing, about l /4 day per week for public 
holidays, and a little over l /4 day per week for meetings to deal 
with gove rnment or co -ope rative busine s s . On several oc ­
casions hours of  work w e re shortened by rain, but this does not 
affect total time spent, for the gang continues gathering on sub ­
sequent days until all nuts are c ollected.  
( 1 )  Records were kept only of  the time each worker left the village by canoe each 
day for the plantation and the time he returned home again. The work undertaken 
was recorded as stated by the worker. From the gross time spent away from the 
village we deducted half an hour for travelling time {which is reasonably accurate) 
and one hour for resting (which is quite arbitrary as we were unable to check the 
amount of time spent resting) .  Actual visits to the plantation island were made on 
only two occasions and did not permit of any valid assessment of the regularity or 
intensity of work. 
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c:o 
� 
Daily record of sample work gang for six weeks (21.10. 63 - 30. 11. 63)(l) 
(a) Men 
�AME IJOBI M I (2) 
Week 1 (hours) 
T W T F S M 
Week 2 (hours) 
T W T F 
Week 3 (hours) 
M T W T 
Week 41 Week 5 (hours) 
F I S I (hrs.) M T W T F M 
Week 6 (hours) 
T W T F 1
Total !Days IAv.hrs. IWeeks IAv. hrs. per S f!J:ours wkd. ieer day worked week worked 
worked 
Pouru 
Ah bet 
Tai ta 
Kai lo 
Malikis 
Li tau 
�iakuam 
Pokiap 
c 19 l/4 9 1/2 9 
L gl/4 gl/2 9 
! L I 9 9 1/2 9 
I 
L I 9 
L 9 
L 9 1/4 
L 9 1/4 
L 9 1/4 
9�9 
9Wa� 
9WBW 
9WBW 
9WS 
:;-
Q 7 . 
c 
� 7 
� 7 
·a 1 " 
� 
c "' . 
,;: 
a l/2 g 112 10 
s<3) 61/2 
10 112 8 1/2 9 112 6 
3 112 8 1/2 7 9 1/2 
3 1/2 8 8 1/2 7 3/4 
9 1/2 8 1/2 9 1/2 8 3/4 
7 1/2 8 
10 1/2 8 
8 1/2 71/2 
9 1/4 7 
8 1/2 7 112 8 
8 1J2 7 l/2 8 71/2 5 
5 1,, 7 1,� 8 1/2 8 l/4 8 l/4 9 10 
s 1/2 1 1121 a 112 lo 112 a 112 a 112 10 
9 l/2 I 203 l/4 I 25 I a 
180 3/4 23 
9 1/2 9 
91/2 9 
9 1/2 9 
9 1/4 8 
8 112 7 
g 1/?. 7 
8 1/2 8 
11/2 
1l/2 
11/2 
fi] :S 
'11 t 8 41/2 5 1/2 7 1121 9 a 1/4 10 a 3/4 10 201 25 8 
� � � � al/2 11/2 E » '.::l � 71/2 s I � E _g t � u 9 l/4 9 l/4! s l/4 1 s 3/4 s l/2 1 l/2 :a -g � f E : a 
I -� !! 'iii 2 c -� 
81/2 gl/41gl/2 53/4 83/4 93/4 21/2 Tz.. .s 111-0 U °:G 8 5 a1 r.. c E r.. 
a t12 13/41 a 112 6 3/4 a 112 a t/4 1112 � � a1 � � a s I 1- IQ � ' 
5 1/2 7 1/2 1 9 
5 1/2 7 l/2 9 
s 112 1112 s 112 
8 1/2 8 1/4 8 1/4 3 1/4 5 t12 
101/2 a 112 a 112 10 
g3/4 glJ2 g3/410 
9 1/2 
183 
1961/2 
202 112 
5 l/2 7 1/21 8 3/4 8 1/2 9 112 8 3/4 3 112 7 1 87 3/4 
5 l/2 1112 a a3/4 a3/4 a 112 9 l/2 9 l/2 la93/4 
25 
25 
25 
25 
24 
7 1/4 
7 3/4 
8 
71/2 
Pokepen(4) F ; 6 1/2 10 1/2 8 1/2 
Pongat I F j • l/2 lO 1/2 9 
7 1/2 
8 l/2 7 3/41 8 1/4 6 3/4 8 112 a 2 1/2 
I 
g: 0 8 8 5 
I �� 
8 3/4 10 8 : 10 5 1/2 8 8 r,:(5) I ::: S No firing 
I <• N a l/2 N 
s 1/2 N 
9 lf2 8 1/2 136 3/4 
121112 
17 
7 1/2 N 5 l/2 
TOTAL I ' 
Pouru 
Alibet 
Tai ta 
:-r-- ---
8 1/2 11·� ' ' . 
1 i e s 112 s 1 I io i12 a i12 
10 i 10 s 112 a N No firing N a 112 15 
802 3/4 I 229 '3/4 
----- --1--- - --r---
10 
sl/2 
6 
9 112 9 
(b) Women (wives ol men listed) 
'g 5 1/2 7 lf2 8 112 8 1/4 8 1/4 9 10 9 112 140 1/4 16 8 3/4 
� 7 lf2 5 10 9 49 6 8 
E s lf2 7 1/2 9 a 1/4 10 a 3/4 to g 146 17 a lf2 
Kaila 9 1/2 9 
9 lf2 
... 
� 7 8 112 7 9 lf2 
9 112 9 
9 l/4 8 
B 
. tllD � 7 112 5 1/2 7 1/2 9 8 1/4 119 3/4 
143 3/4 
102 1/2 
743/4 
15 
Malikis 
Li tau 
I I �iakuam Pokiap 
Pokepen 1 , 
Pongat I I 
TOTAL 
.£ 7 
� 7 ,, . 
§ 
a lf2 
10 l/2 8 
a112 71/4 91/< al/4 
8 3/4 
7 1/2 
9 1/4 7 
a 112 a l/4 
8 112 7 3/4 
a 112 1 3/4 
10 
1 E 
,, 
. 
c ! 
� 
� 
� 
:a i : u 8 5 1J2 7 112 9 10 lf2 8 112 8 1J2 10 = = 9 lf2 
c: � 8 7 112 
5 l/2 8 3/4 
� f 8 � � 
c3 8 8 5 
l/2 7 l/21 8 
a3/4 0112 a3/410 
9112 8 3/4 3112 7 
93/4 a3/4 9 l/2 9lf2 9 l/2 
9112 8 112 
137 
42 
955 
17 
12 
10 
17 
8 lf2 
a 1/2 
7lf2 
8 
8 1/4 
115 l 8 1/4 
l 
48 
33 
40 1/2 
36 
40 
35 l/2 
39 1/4 
40 112 
37 112 
38 
34 
30 112 
371/2 
35 
12 1/4 
35 l/2 
30 
36 
25 1/2 
25 
34 1/4 
20 112 
29 
( 1) Hours were recorded on the following basis: the gross time from departure from the settlement by canoe each morning until return in the evening was noted. One and a half hours were deducted from this, half 
an hour to cover travelling time (the sample gang was working for most of the time on Lenjenning, fifteen minutes by canoe from the settlement) and one hour for resting. The net time only is given in this table. 
It was not possible to make regular checks on the rate of work on the plantation. 
(2) Job classification: C "' committee member (acts as foreman); L " labourer; F " fireman. 
(3) S"' sick or caring.for the sick. 
(4) As from 29. 10 1963 Pokepen was replaced by Kulapo as Pokepen's son had to be taken to the mainland for hospital treatment. 
(5) N "' no firing or other work on the drier being undertaken. 
(6) i. e. wife of Pouru; likewise for others in this section. 
Categories of work undertaken (m days) by sample work line for 
6 weeks 
---�- -- -- -- -- ··- ----- ---
Name Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
(2l.10.63 to 30 11.63) 
(a) Men 
Week 5 Week6 
(1) 
Total and Average(2) 
Plant- U. N. Fish- Sick Plant- Sick Plant- Fish- Main- Plant- Govt. Coop Plant- Plant- U. N. Sick Fish- Mam- Govt. Coop All Act-
ation(3) Day mg ation ation mg land ation Mtg. Mtg. ation ation Day ing land Mtg. Mtg. ivities 
Pouru 
Ali bet 
Tai ta 4 1/4 5 l/2 
Kaila 4 1;4 
Malikis 4 !12 4 l/4 
Litau 4 112 53/4 4 112 
Niakuam 
Pokiap 3 t12 6 l/2 4 l/4 
Poke pen 
Pongat 
TOTAL 
Average days per man per week (10 men for 6 weeks 
Pouru 
Ali bet 
Tai ta 4 1/4 51/2 
Kaila 4 1/4 
Malikis 
Litau 4'12 
Niakuam 
Pokiap 
Poke pen 
Pongat(4) 
TOTAL 
Average days per wife per week (10 wives for 6 weeks 
-�- --· 
-
Pouru 13 
Ali bet 
Taita g l/2 12 
Kaila 8 1/2 ll 
Malikis 7112 11 4 1/4 
Li tau 51/2 111/4 4 1/2 
Niakuam 
Pokiap 4 l/2 12 112 4 l/4 
Poke pen 
��gat __ 0_ 2 
TOTAL --- -
3112 6 314 
6 3/4 
3 1/4 51/2 
3 1/2 6 3/4 
6 112 
3 t12 
6 1/2 
60 days) 
(b) Women (wives of men listed) 
I 6 I 1 l/2 6 3/4 1'12 6 3/4 
31/4 
2112 s3/4 
2 1/2 
I 
5 1/2 
' 6 1/2 
l 1 3 
J_ 
60 man-days) 
lc1 �en pl���v:; L�2-12 
12 ' 8 
12 4 112 13112 
12 61/2 
71;2 
I 
12 :131/2 
l2 12112 
12 I"'" 12 13 
12 '---- i 3 
Average days per person per week (20 persons for 6 weeks 120 man -days) 
25 1/4 
21 
24 112 
23 
25 
25 114 
23 1/2 
23 3/4 
17 
t5 
223 1/4 to 
3 3/4 l/4 
18 l/4 
18 
14 112 
17 1/4 
131/2 l I lt 
161/2 
120 
114 
--- --
43 1/2 
27 
42 112 
371/2 
42 1/4 
38 3/4 
34 112 
40 1/4 
22 
15 1 
--
-343 l/4 t9 
2 3/4 1/4 
-
---' --
20 60 
1/4 
54 
12 
l2 
l2 
2 I 12 12 12 
12 
l2 
12 't ' 20 --��� 
1/4 l 
- _
_ 
___J 
36 1/4 
34 
35 112 
34 
36 
36 l/4 
34 1/2 
35 3/4 
29 
26 
10 10 337 1/4 
1/4 1/4 5 1/2 
27 1/4 
15 
27 
231/2 
26 1/4 
22112 
20 
25 112 
t4 
201 
'14 '14 31/2 
63 1/2 
49 
62 1/2 
571/2 
62 l /4 
58 3/4 
54 112 
51 l/4 
2 2 43 
l " 19·· -�5381/4 - - c - -1/4 l/4 4 1;2 
- - - -- - --
--
-· -
(1) For plantation work one day was taken as 8 hours. Days are given to the nearest quarter. Wives were accounted for only when accompanying 
their husbands, but no account of domestic work was taken. 1 
(2) i. e. average days per man per week over the six weeks to nearest quarter. 
(3) Categories of work: Plantation all classes of plantation work (these are anallzed 111 Table 3) 
U. N, Day day spent in United :-.rations Day celebrations organized by government. 
Fishing deep-sea fishing. 
Sick sick or caring for tlw sick. 
Mainland gone to mainland making sago, smoking fish for sale, buying VPgetables and foraging. 
Coop. Mtg. Co-operative meetmg. 
Govt. Mtg. meeting to deal with government lJUf,1111'55. 
(4) Pongat's wife absent on Tarwi Island. 
20 
N 
...... 
TABLE 3 
Analysis of plantation work from Tables 1 and 2 (in man-hours) 
Categories of plantation work: Coll = collecting and husking (including ferrying husked nuts by canoe to driers). Cut = cutting and drying Fire = work by firemen. Bag = sorting, bagging and weighing 
Ship= shipping copra. Maint. =maintenance of buildings etc. 
Worker Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week5 
Coll Fire Coll Cut Fire Maint Fire Bag Ship Coll 
Pouru 34 3/4 461/2 9 16 16 i 112 26 
Alibet 1 34 3/4 23 9 16 16 11/2 25 1/2 
Taita 34 l/2 431/2 9 16 16 1 l/2 25 112 
Kaila , 34 1/2 37 3/4 8 17 112 15 112 11/2 � 25 1/2 
! 34 8 1/4 17 1/4 15 112 11/2 • Malik is 38 e 26 
Li tau 34 l/4 44 3/4 81/4 17 112 15 2 1/2 � 251/2 
Miakuam 34 1/4 40 7 3/4 17 15 1/4 11/2 � 26 
25 3/4 43 1/4 7 3/4 16 112 2112 a Pok1ap 15 0 26 
39 3/4 32 z Poke pen 33 -
Pongat 33 33 1/4 32 -
TOTAL 266 3/4 66 316 3/4 67 73 133 3/4 64 1241/4 14 206 
(b) 
Pouru 27 3/4 37 9 13 
Ali bet I 61/2 9 7 112 
I 3: 1/2 Taita 24 1/2 9 13 
Kaila I 34 1/2 34 l/ 4 8 25 l/2 
Malik is 25 33 l/2 8 1/4 21 
Li tau 7 25 3/4 8 1/4 15 112 
Niakuam 16 7 3/4 13 112 
Pokiap 7 43 1/4 7 3/4 26 
Poke pen 18 
Pongat -
TOTAL 142 3/4 230 3/4 67 18 - 135 
Pouru 62 l/2 83 1/2 18 16 16 jlf.l 39 
Alibet 41 3/4 29 112 18 16 16 1 l/2 33 
Tai ta 69 78 18 16 16 1 l/2 38 lf.l 
Ka1lo I 69 72 16 17 1/2 15 1/2 jlf.l 51 
Malikis i 59 71 112 16 112 - 17 1/4 15 1/2 j l/2 47 
Li tau I 41 l/4 70 1;2 16 l/2 11112 15 21/2 41 
:-Jiakuam I 34 1/4 56 15 112 17 15 1/4 1 l/2 39 112 
Pokiap 32 3/4 86 1/2 16 112 15 2 112 52 
Poke pen 33 57 3/4 32 -
Pongat 33 - 33 1/4 32 -
TOTAL 409 1/2 66 547 l/2 134 91 133 3/4 64 124 l/4 14 341 
(a) Men -
Week 6 
Coll Cut Fire Maint 
34 9 1/2 10 
36 9 10 
36 9 10 
34 51/2 3 1/4 
36 112 9 112 10 
35 112 9 10 
35 1/2 7 3 1/2 
34 9 112 9 112 
- 32 lf.l 
- 23 
2811/2 68 55 1/2 66 1/4 
�I (wives of men listed) 9 112 I _ 10 34 
36 
171/2 
36 'n 
27 
27 
34 
212 
(c) 
68 
36 
72 
51 lf.l 
73 
9 - 10 
9 10 
9 lf.l 10 
9 10 
7 31/2 
9 lf.l 9 1/2 
24 
62 112 24 63 
Men e;lus wives 
19 - 20 
18 20 
18 20 
5 112 3 1/4 
19 20 
62 1;2 18 20 
62 lf2 14 7 
68 19 19 
55 l/2 
23 
493 112 130 1/2 79 112 129 1/4 
Coll Cut Fire 
1411/4 18 1/2 
119 1/4 18 
139 1/2 18 
131 3/4 13 112 
134 1/2 17 3/4 
140 17 1/4 
135 3/4 14 3/4 
129 17 1/4 
136 314 
- 1211/4 
1071 135 2581/2 
111 3/4 18 li2 -
21 18 -
118 18 
111 3/4 8 -
116 17 3/4 
75 1/4 17 1/4 
56 112 14 3/4 
110 l/4 17 1/4 -
42 
720 112 129 l/2 42 
253 37 
140 1/4 36 
257 112 36 -
243 112 21112 
250 lf.l 35 1/2 
215 1/4 34 lf.l 
192 l/4 29 1/2 
239 1/4 34 lf.l -
179 1/4 
1211/4 
17911/2 264 lf2 300 112 
Total 
Pounds Pounds 
Maint Bag Ship Total of Copra Copra per 
produced 8 hr d� 
26 16 11/2 203 l/4 719 28 
26 16 11/2 180 3/4 463 20 
26 16 11/2 201 650 27 
20 3/4 15 112 11/2 183 417 18 
27 1/4 15 1/2 11/2 196 1/2 371 15 
27 112 15 2 112 202 1/2 464 19 
20 1/2 15 112 11/2 187 314 278 12 
26 15 2 112 189 3/4 463 20 
136 3/4 
1211/4 
200 124 1/4 14 1802 3/4 3825 17 
t---- -
10 140 1/2 -
10 49 
10 146 
119 3/4 
10 143 3/4 
10 102 112 
3 112 74 3/4 
9 112 137 
- 42 -
- -
63 - - 955 
36 16 11/2 343 112 719 17 
36 16 11/2 229 3/4 463 16 
36 16 11/2 347 650 15 
20 3/4 15 lf2 11/2 302 3/4 417 11 
371/4 15 112 1 l/2 340 1/4 371 9 
37 1/2 15 2 1/2 304 3/4 464 12 
24 15 l/4 11/2 262 1;2 278 8 
35 l/2 15 2 1/2 326 3/4 463 11 
179 l/4 
121 l/4 
263 1241/4 14 �757 3/4 3825 11 
Management, inspection and clerical work. In addition to the above, the manager spent a total of 96 hours on Lenjenning and Anun during the period (though only about half of this time was connected with 
this gang as tools, bags, twine and equipment for all islands are stored at Lenjenning and controlled by Nabor) the inspectors spent a total of 16 hours grading copra and the storeman spent 1 l/2 hours re­
cording weights. 
Table 3 b reaks down the plantation work into hours 
spent on particular tasks . This will enable detailed comparis on 
with studies  of labour inputs being undertaken by P .  Krinks and 
E .  Waddell in Papua -New Guinea, and W .  J .  Purcal in Malaya. 
Output of c opra per worker per day for the survey 
period is shown in the final c olumns of Table 3 .  In Table 3 (a) 
the total output of a marni ed couple i s  shown against the husband 
only, for the work c ontrfbution of wives is unc ertain . ( 1 ) Table 
3 ( c )  shows the same joint output against the coupl e .  Output 
ave raged only 1 7  pounds ·Of copra per day worked by the men (in­
cluding collecting, husking, drying, bagging, shipping, replant­
ing, and maintenance)  or 1 1  pounds per day if wive s are included 
in the work - force. Output during this period, however,  was 
conside rably below normal as  a re sult of the drought mentioned 
earlier .  During the previous three months the line working 
the se islands had produced a little more than twice the volume 
of copra per month . To produce the known average annual c rop 
this line would need to produce almost exactly double the output 
of the survey pe riod, though they would probably have to work 
longe r hours to do s o .  On this basis I w ould estimate that out­
put average s about 30 pounds of copra per man per day, or 2 0  
pounds per  person i f  wive s are included in the wo rk - force .  
Output per man - day on M 'buke is low e r  than on most 
plantations in Papua-New Guinea . Figures supplied by the 
owne rs of eight plantations in another part of the country give an 
average of 4 1  pounds of copra per man-day ove r all plantation 
workers . The ave rage output per wo rke r per year on the above 
plantations was 5 tons 2 cwt . The M'buke average was 1 ton 
1 6  cwt . We estimate, how eve r, that M'buke men on the plan­
tation work only about 1 5 0 days pe r year as against the plantation 
average of about 2 8 5  days . 
( 1 )  When the fireman's wife 1helped1 her husband this did not reduce the time he 
spent on his task, which requires constant 'atten�ance (but little physical effort) during 
the whole drying process. The time spent by wives on 1maintenancel is in cleaning 
up around the drier, sweeping store sheds, burning rubbish, repairing paths and other 
minor tasks which contribute little to output. As no detailed observations were made 
on husbands and wives working togethe·r collecting nuts,  it is not possible to comment 
on the contribution of wives to this task. 
2 2  
The di ffe renc e may be accounted for in part by the fact 
that whe reas most plantations use tractors and traile rs to 
transport nuts to driers,  the rough terrain and separate islands 
of the M 'buke plantation necessitate carrying on foot within 
i slands and ferrying by canoe to the islands where driers are 
located (as listed in Appendix A ) .  The M 'buke soils,  moreover, 
are badly leached, and output the re is only 5 l /4 cwt. per acre 
per yearO )  as against 8 cwt . for plantation s in New Guinea and 
5 3 /4 cwt . for plantations in Papua . (2 ) 
Conside rable time is s pent in meetings, but most me et­
ings are held on Sundays . As the directors receive no remuner­
ation, the fact that they spend a comparatively long time in 
discussions is not particularly significant . ( 3 ) According to the 
minute books only five general meetings have been held during 
the past two years .  Directors ' meetings are usually held each 
month . Meetings of the plantation committee  (alone or with the 
public pre sent ) are held much more frequently, but no records 
of  the m are kept . 
( 1 )  An estimated 225 acres under coconuts (see note 2 ,  Appendix A) and 65 tons 
copra per year. 
(2) Based on average output per acre of mature coconut trees on non-indigenous 
plantations for the three years ending 31 March 1 962  as given in the annual reports for 
the respective territories for those years. Experienced planters and others connected 
with the industry suggest that the above figures are too low (probably because the 
acreage shown in the reports includes abandoned plantations and aged trees which 
produce little) and their estimates are 9 to 10  cwt. per acre in New Guinea and 7 to 8 
cwt. per acre in Papua. 
(3) Officers of the Co-operative Division advised the people against paying director's 
fees until such time as the loan is paid off. Thereafter a small (but as yet undeter­
mined) honorarium will be paid. The directors do of course derive some income from 
the co-operative in their capacity as shareholders. 
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Income distribution 
For plantation copra the c o -ope rative pays individual 
produc ers in cash at the time of shipment from M 'buke at the 
rate of 3d per pound fo r first grade (hot air quality), 2� d per 
pound for second grade ( fair merchantable standard) and 2d per 
pound for third grade ( "smoke " quality) . The se prices are l� d  
per pound (£ 1 4  per ton) lower than the co -operative pays mem ­
bers for copra produced from privately owned tree s .  This £ 1 4  
difference in pric e is u s e d  t o  pay off the loan with which the 
plantation was purcha sed . Each membe r ' s  output and consequent 
contribution to loan repayment is accounted for separately, and 
is credited annually to that member ' s  share capital in the co ­
operative society .  Thus thos e  who produce more acquire more 
share s .  Firemen, inspector s,  directors and other 'overhead ' 
personnel do not gain any capital increment in this way. 
Net profits on copra sales by the c o -ope rative are 
distributed to members in cash at the end of each year in pro ­
portion to individual output . Again ' overhead ' personnel are not 
included . 
Gross income from copra sales during the first two 
years of operation was £ 6, 3 7 4 .  4 .  3 ,  or  an ave rage of £ 5 6 .  3 .  0 
per ton . This was distributed as  follow s :  
Expenses:( 1 ) 
Freight by Co-operative Association ship to Lorengau ) 1 1 3t tons @l £6. 10 to 646. 10. 2 
Carried by M1buke canoes to Lorengau 
Sacks, twine,  branding paint etc. 
£7 per ton 67, 4. 10 
Payment to directors (nil until loan paid off) 
Repairs to buildings 
Plantation clearing 
Interest on loan 
498. 15. 
56. 17. 
670. o. 
262. 1 .  
£ 2201 .  9, 
( 1 )  Expenses as listed averaged £19. 8. 0 per ton and the rest belongs to the producers ,  
being either paid out in cash, or  added to share capital ,  or  held as reserves for the 
Society. Average production costs for copra for the country as a whole are understood 
to average £30 to £38 per ton. (As no reliable data on actual costs is available 1 this 
figure is based on opinions given by a wide range of planters and officials. Actual 
data for eight specific plantations with above-average costs gave an average of £38. 5. 0 
per ton. Owing to poor soils, scattered islands and distance to the main port , Edgell & 
Whiteley Ltd. , had found production costs on M1buke to be in the region of £50 per ton).  
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Disbursements: 
Cash payment for copra from members 1 1 3! tons at £18 .  13 .  4 
to £28 per ton (2d to 3d per lb. ) 
Additions to share capital through cess 
265 1.  16.  1 
885. 4. 3 
£ 5738. 9. 5 
Thi s leaves £ 6 3 6 .  1 4 .  10 to be accounted for .  Unfor -
tunately, during the first eighteen months of busine ss,  the 
plantation accounts w e re not separated from the store trading 
accounts . From the j oint accounts £ 2 5 3 .  9 .  0 was distributed in 
cash profits, £ 5 9 6. 9 .  0 was paid out in bonus share s, and 
£ 1 4 6. 10 . 0 remains in the Appropriation Account . A further 
unidentified (i. e .  unidentifiable for this specific period) sum has 
been paid into the statutory reserves of the co -operative society . 
A rough e stimate of the di stribution of the £ 6 3 6 . 1 4. 10 is as 
follows :  
Distribution o f  profits 
Bonus shares 
Remaining in Appropriation Account 
Paid into statutory re serve s 
1 50 .  0 .  0 
400. 0. 0 
50. 0 .  0 
3 6 . 14. 10 
£ 6 3 6. 1 4 . 10 
The total income received by M 'buke people from the 
plantation venture over the two years was thus £ 48 7 3 .  0 .  0 being 
made up of: 
Canoe freight on copra to Lorengau 
Labour c omponent in repairs to buildings 
Plantation clearing (not including payments to 
outsiders) esti mated 
Cash payment for copra 
Total cash income 
Addition s  to share capital through c e s s  
Distribution of profits ( e stimated) 
Bonus shares ( estimated) 
Remaining in Appropriation Account 
(estimated) 
Paid into statutory reserve s 
Total benefit 
2 5  
6 7 . 4 . 1 0  
5 2 . 0. 0 
580 .  0. 0 
2 6 5 1 .  1 6 .  1 
£ 3 3 5 1 .  0 .  1 1  
8 8 5 . 4 .  3 
1 50 .  0 .  0 
400 . 0 .  0 
50 . 0 .  0 
3 6. 1 4 .  10 
£ 48 7 3 . 0. 0 
This compares favourably with the income which the 
M 'buke people derived from the plantation when it was owned by 
the company . At that time for an equivalent tonna ge they would 
have received:  
C ontract cutting and drying ( est .  average 
£ 1 7  per ton) 
Foreman ( est . ) 
Clearing 
1 92 1 .  0 .  0 
100 . 0 .  0 
540 .  0 .  0 
£ 2 5 6 1 .  0 .  0 
The loan from the Native Loans Board is repaid by 
quarterly instalments . Repayment is up to date and by the l st 
October 1 9 6 3 ,  £ 1, 2 2 5  of the principal had been repaid in addition 
to £ 2 6 2 . 1 .  4 interest.  
· 
Management costs are considerably lower in the co­
operative organization than the estimated £ 6 50 that they w ould 
have been unde r previous Europe an manage ment . ( 1 ) The co ­
operative s leaders s pend many more man -hours in management 
than the company spent, pe rhaps many times more, but a rule 
has been adopted whereby no honoraria will be paid to di rectors 
until the loan is  paid off .  The reafter, members are thinking 
tentatively of paying the six directors £ 10 to £ 1 2  per year each, 
and the manager a higher but as yet indete rminate figure . The 
manager at first received no payment, but he now receives a 
token wage of £ 2 .  1 5 .  0 per month . 
One of the most difficult tasks of the co -operative 
officers during the early phase was to persuade the people to 
use profits to inc rease their share capital . Minute s of meetings 
and dis cus sion with directors show pre fe renc e for maximum 
disbursement of profits to memb ers in cash, and for inc reasing 
share capital only from the £ 14 c e s s  per ton . In Novemb e r  
1 9 6 2  the soc iety ' s  assets and investments amounted t o  £ 9 9 5 2  as  
( 1 )  This i s  a rough estimate only and based on a European manager for one fifth of 
his time at £2, OOO per year (i. e .  his total cost rather than his salary only) = £400; an 
indigenous .foreman full time at say £100; office and central management overheads 
£100 ; transport of manager £50; total £650. 
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against sha reholders funds of £ 638 7 .  By pers uading members 
to di stribute thei r last year ' s  surplus, 3 0% in cash and 7 0% to 
share capital, the latte r had been increased to £ 6849 . ( 1 )  
Subs equently, late in 1 9 6 3 ,  some membe rs of the society 
became anxious to pay off the debt as quickly as pos sible and 
proposed that on eve ry third occasion in which a man works 
copra, the whole of the income go to increase his sha re capital 
(thus allowing the loan to be paid off mor e  quickly) . No decision 
had been reached on this proposal at the end of 1 9 6 4 .  
Income for the whole population o f  M 'buke island for 
1 9 6 1 - 6 3  from s ourc e s  other than the plantation is as follows -
1 9 6 1 -2 1 9 62 - 3( 2 )  
Pearl and trochus shell 6 3 .  1 2 . 0 Nil 
Private c opra 1 43 1 . 1 5 .  3 1 07 7 .  9 .  1 1  
Handcrafts etc . ( est . ) 5 0 .  0 .  0 5 0 .  0 .  0 
Gifts from absent workers 
( est . ) 1 0 0 .  0 .  0 1 0 0 .  0 .  0 
Sale of fish on mainland 
(including barter)  2 5 0 .  0 .  0 2 5 0 .  0 .  0 
£ 1 89 5 .  7 .  3 £ 1 47 7 . 9 .  1 1  
Total per capita income on M 'buke from all source s is 
thus just unde r £ 10 per annum, which may be compared with the 
esti mated average for the country as a whole of £ 6 .  ( 3 )  
( 1 )  This despite the fact that when a new co-operative was formed at Malai Bay 
during 1963 ,  members from that area withdrew their capital (£655. 10. 0) from the 
society at M1buke . Analysis of the share register in October 1962  showed a total of 
238 members. Share capital per member ranged from £5 to £82. 4. 0. 13 1  mem­
bers held between £5 and £19,  19. 0 1  92 between £20 and £39. 19.  O, 1 1  between £ 40 
and £59. 19. 0 and 4 between £60 and £82. 4. O. 
(2) Owing to a price recession there was no diving for shell during the period 1 96 1 - 3 ,  
the 196 1 - 2  figure being for shell gathered in the previous year. Private copra was 
reduced in 1 962-3 by drought conditions . 
(3) Fisk, 1 962 : 28. 
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Future pos sibilities 
In its fi rst two years of operation the M 'buke co ­
operative plantation was efficiently managed and earned its 
members a considerably highe r income than they had previously 
enj oyed; it provided comme rcial e mployment for all ablebodied 
men for such time as they were not engaged on sub sistenc e 
activities or public proj ects;  and it gave apparently satisfying 
outlets to the aspi ration of members to organize and ope rate 
their own economic e nterprise . As it ha s been functioning for 
such a short time, however, any forecast of  future prospects can 
be at best tentative, but a note on possible trends may neverthe­
less  be relevant . 
Managerial e fficiency: The manager has held a variety 
of responsible positions ( see  pages 5 5 - 6 ,  5 9 ) and appears to b e  
quite competent for this one . Likewis e the directors, inspectors 
and committee members (the latter act as fo remen) pe rform 
their tasks adequately . The guidance provided by gove rnment 
co -ope rative staff (mainly in relation to budgeting and audit) 
appears adequate, but neces sary. ( 1 ) It must be noted, however, 
that the people aspired for many years to own this plantation, 
and enthusiasm fo r the venture is still high . Factional dif­
fe rences are submerged in the j oint effort to pay the plantation 
off as soon as possible and to demonstrate both to themselve s 
and to outsiders that they are capable of  operating it . 
When the loan is paid off at the end of 1 9 6 6  a major 
goal will have been achieved, but a cohesive force will have been 
lost .  The proj e ct will have lost its novelty and it may be 
ne c e ssary for management to apply more sanction s in o rde r to 
maintain cohesion . As there are usually more applicants for 
plantation work than there is work available, however, j ob 
allocation should c ontinue to provide an effective sanction against 
( 1 )  The District Co-operatives Officer visits twice annually for one to  three days. 
He prepares the six monthly Balance Sheets for both the plantation and the store , and 
discusses problems with the directors. A co-operative inspector calls every month or 
two, but his work is almost exclusively in relation to the co-operative store . The 
number of accounting errors encountered necessitates fairly frequent visits until more 
highly qualified office staff are available to the M'buke society. 
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unco -operative me mbers, and the fact that directors are elected 
annually should ensure that management continues to act in the 
interest of the majority of members . 
Rights to land: As shown in Appendices C and D most 
M 'buke people claim to know what lands thei r  forefathers held 
rights to befo re the land was alienated in Ge rman times .  Be ­
cause of differential human fertility, some individuals today 
would inherit much larger areas than others if the plantation land 
was redistributed to the heirs of the forme r  landholders . A few 
individuals who would gain considerably by such action have it in 
mind that onc e  the loan is paid off, the various islands should be 
returned to (or at least farmed by) the de s cendants of their 
forme r proprietor s .  A large maj ority, however, oppose this 
view . 
Those  who would prefe r  reallocation are assuming that 
it would be bas ed exclusively on descent in the male line (or 
through females in the abs ence of dire ct male heirs ) .  In the 
pre - contact situation, of course, descent would not have been the 
sole c riterion for the acqui sition of land rights,  and familie s 
which were diminishing in number w ould probably have rein ­
forced their strength by adopting outsiders and granting in ­
heritance through the maternal line, or  the extent of their  land 
rights might have been reduced by voluntary absorption, en ­
c roachment or force .  These  points are not unnaturally es chewed 
by those  who would b enefit greatly from direct patrilineal 
inhe ri tanc e .  
I f  proprietary o r  even usufructuary rights to the plan ­
tation were redistributed, a number of problems would eme rge . 
The most difficult would be that of effecting the distribution to 
everybody ' s  satisfaction . In the traditional society land rights 
were not trans ferred according to any rigid rule,  rather the out ­
come was determined by the relative influenc e  of various parties 
applying one or more of a s et of flexible principles in particular 
situation s . Among the traditional processes  of acquiring land 
rights which are still remembered on M 'buke today are those by 
conque st; by inhe ritanc e  from fathers and / or mothers and their 
siblings and from one ' s  own siblings; by adoption; by gift from 
affines or protectors; by payment of goods or s e rvices under 
c ertain circumstance s ;  or by redistribution after forfeiture . 
C ontinuity of rights was related to continued acts o f  use .  
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It is  c e rtain that subdivi sion following traditional line s 
would be opposed by the maj ority and would result in intens e  
animositie s .  I f  i t  were achieved, it would re sult i n  very uneven 
distribution of the very limited area of land . The whole island 
group totals les s than 500 acres in area and the pres ent popula ­
tion is 432 . Apart from the expense and litigation involved in 
e stablishing and maintaining the many boundaries  that would be 
necessary, it is  likely that comme rcial productivity would be 
conside rably lowe red by less e fficient management and by higher 
local consumption of nut s .  
Although most members of the co -operative have no 
wish to change the present system, they neve rthele ss  re cognize 
some association between ce rtain individuals and the islands 
held by their forebears . Despite frequent assertions that the 
plantation must be retained as a single unit, the recognition of 
earlier land ties  is reflected in the appointment of men of 
authority on the plantation . The first committee member for 
Patali was Kiliui, the second most senior descendant in the male 
line from Lala, who obtained the island by conque st .  The most 
s enior desc endant, Charopwe, was then ab sent, but he later 
returned and was able to persuade the directors to appoint him 
as committee man for Patali the following yea r .  ( 1 ) C ontrary to 
an informal rule of the co -operative, he built a permanent house 
on Patali and dis mantled his  house in the village . As Patali is  
relatively close to Tarwi, labour for Patali was drawn from 
thos e  Tarwi folk who are members of the M 'buke co -operative 
( s ee page 8 footnote 2 ) .  Charopw e has also drawn in two of his 
Usiai kins men from the mainland as labour, though this is con ­
trary to the policy of the co -operative . The labour i s  not b eing 
rotated every three months as the co -operative intended . Both 
dire ctors and members of the co -operative are aware of the 
threat that thes e  actions pose to the organization . Charopwe is 
a determined man, accustomed by years as foreman for the 
company to living in an environment where he has pow er but not 
necessarily popularity . Moreove r, he has left the village and 
( 1 )  Charopwe had been foreman of  the plantation for Edgell and Whiteley Ltd. for 
some years until it was bought by the co-operative . At the time of sale he requested 
the firm to sell the balance of the plantation to the co-operative , but to give Patali to 
him in recognition of his services to the firm. 
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i s  thus less vulne rable to social pres sure s .  Charopwe points 
out that he is the appointed committee man, that as Patali is  the 
most distant island from the s ettlement it is more convenient to 
live on the j ob, and that his grandfathe r  acquired rights to the 
island by conquest .  Even the last point is conceded by othe r 
members;  the is sue is what rights doe s  it entitle him to today. 
Legally it entitles him to none, but current M 'buke value s do 
concede that the historical circumstances give him and his 
family a different relationship to Patali from that of  othe r mem­
bers . So far membe rs have expre ssed resentment and opposi ­
tion, but no action has been taken . 
The committee me mb e r  in charge of  Ewal and Kulinge 
is des cended from the ancestor to whom Ewal was originally 
allotted, and he remains there in the third year ( see Appendix B )  
despite an original intention t o  rotate committee members 
annually . The membe r for Ahu and Tiombwon traces his 
de sc ent matrilineally (as  his paternal forebears came from out ­
side M 'buke ) to those descendants of  Niachili to whom Ahu was 
o riginally allocated . The committee me mbe r  for Lenj enning, 
Malon and Anun traces descent from the line to which one 
s e gment of Lenj enning was originally allotted . 
The director s deny that this pattern of appointments 
was intentional, but the pattern see ms too clear to be accidental . 
The se men have chosen the islands for which they will offe r 
themselves for election to the committee,  and it s eems not un ­
likely that their traditional as sociation with the particular islands 
has been one of the factors making electors consider them to be 
appropriate members . Onc e  established they are reluctant to 
move, and as one has e stablished a permanent home and two 
others temporary houses on the islands they supervise,  it i s  
difficult t o  move them .  
The firemen are chosen b y  the committee member for 
the island conce rned, and in s ome cas e s  at least both belong to 
the same de scent group . Ideally, the labourers work on the 
plantation for three months, leave plantation w ork for three or 
six months and then return to plantation work but on a diffe rent 
island. The ideal is not al ways achieved, though labour mobility 
is fairly high . 
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Expansion: Population censuses from 1 9 5 6  to 1 9 62 
show an ave rage inc rease of re sident population of just over two 
per cent per yea r .  All suitable land on the plantation i s  already 
planted to coconuts ,  maintenance standards are good, and the 
whole crop is harve sted .  Only by pest control and the use of 
fertilizer  could yields be significantly increased, but the 
economi c  advantage s to be gained from thes e  measures is un ­
certain . ( 1 )  
The plantation now absorbs such M 'buke labour as is 
surplus to subsistence needs, and the working of private c opra 
and shell, but s ome of the wo rk is unde rtaken by c ontracts let to 
outside groups, and more could be if the need aros e .  
The M 'buke people still regard the Purdy Islands as 
theirs ( see pages 47, 6 6 - 7 )  and want to inc orporate them into 
the existing plantation co -operative . Legal ownership at pre s ent 
rests with a European in Australia, but the islands have not been 
farmed systematically since the 1 9 30s . About half of the 
group ' s  1 30 acres are planted to coconuts,  but the M 'buke people 
are willing to buy the property at a price  which they consider 
reasonable, but they do not feel that any other pe rson or group 
has the right to acquire it . Being s mall, the operation of the 
Purdy Islands as part of the c o-operative plantation should not 
cause undue difficulty . 
With little pos sibility of maj or increase s  in agricultural 
output and poor prospe cts for increased price s  for pearl and 
trochus shell, the only other marketable re sou rc e  is fish. Manus 
Chauka (a former policeman) has formed an informal "company " 
with a classifactory b rother ( who is the leader of the church), 
and his wife ' s  brother (who is  manage r of the plantation) . They 
recently built a s mall smoke -house and intend s moking fish for 
sale in Rabaul,  selling through the Department of  Agriculture . 
The venture is still in an experimental stage, but the co-operative 
is considering the pos sibility of ente ring this trade - though 
probably only the marketing and transport side of it . 
( 1 )  Re pest control see footnote 1 page 10. On the question of fertilizer Mr Byrne 
informs me that on other plantations with similar soil conditions his company is getting 
improved production from fertilizing with muriate of potash. 
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Three M 'buke leaders . From left Be rnard Chaminsul (M 'buke 
representative on the Manus local government council), Poliap 
Kisokau (dire ctor of co -operative and M 'buke repres entative on 
Manus Native Societies Association),  Nabor Potuku ( manager 
of the M 'buke co -operative plantation ) .  
The inland portion o f  M 'buke village . 
The seaward portion of M 'buke village with Malon and Silemon 
Islands in the background . The canoe has just brought a load 
of sago thatch from the mainland. 

Plantation operation by co -operatives 
The plantation industry in Papua -New Guinea is based 
almost exclusively on European capital and management. In­
c reasing costs, static or falling export prices  and political 
changes have halted expansion. Many European planters want 
to sell their properties ,  few wish to buy. It is not unlikely that 
a future government will increase plantation wage s, enforce 
development conditions or resume some foreign -owned plan ta -
tions for domestic res ettlement . ( 1 )  As suming an increasing 
tendency for foreign -owned properties  to pas s  into indigenous 
hands,  the role of co -operative societie s in their acquisition and 
management merits some attention. 
The suitability of any farming system is conditioned by 
the political and financial envi ronment in which it must operate, 
and by the social system and values of those operating it. The 
trading banks in this country will not provide capital to indigenous 
entrepreneurs on any significant scale; nor are the commercial 
houses likely to provide loans or extended credit (as was not un -
c ommon to European plante rs before and even immediately after 
the second world war). There are few avenues by which indi­
genous entrepreneurs can earn capital in significant quantities, 
for not only do they lack formal education and commercial ex­
peri enc e, but the structure of commerce is such that lucrative 
agencies and necessary business contacts are s eldom available 
to them. The only remaining source of capital is  one ' s  own 
social group, whose members may in some cases be persuaded 
to provide money, labour or land . Capital acquired in this way 
is not nec e s sarily cheap, for heavy obligations may be contracted 
in the process.  The purchase or development of  large s cale 
plantations by individual indigenous entrepreneurs will no doubt 
o ccur in some instances,  but the numbers are unlikely to be 
significant for some time. 
(1) In the first general elections, held in March 1 964, a number of successful candi­
dates included such proposals in their election policies. Sherwin ( 1963) notes that 
there are several European owned plantations in the Manus district which have not 
been worked for several years. These , he feels, will "become co-operatively owned 
when more capital is subscribed and the present selling prices become more realistic".  
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Formally constituted indigenous companies may find it 
possible to borrow from banks to acquire plantations,  but the 
te chnical complexities  of company ope ration under exi stin g 
legi slation w ould be beyond the capacity of  most communities . 
The pos sibility of j oint expatriate -indigenous enterprise  has at 
least been considered in some areas . It may well be success -
ful, though it would be surpri sing i f  it ever b ecame wide spread . 
Communal organization, either on the pattern of the 
I s raeli kibbutz (or its Burme se c ounterpart) or on orthodox 
communist line s, would be unacceptable both to the Australian 
government and to the House of A s s embly of Papua -New Guinea 
at the present time . 
Plantation operation by local government councils ha s 
been dis cus sed at va rious times (it was at one stage proposed 
that M 'buke plantation be acquired by the Baluan local govern ­
ment council) but has not been tried .  ( 1 ) As councils serve 
heterogeneous language and culture groups, are c oncerned 
primarily with social rather than commercial issues,  and are 
de signed to give maximum participation in parochial affair s  
rather than to achieve maximum economi c  efficiency, they do 
not seem to be appropriate bodies  to manage plantations . 
Let us turn briefly to the potential of local individuals 
and communities for comme rcial activity . Many New Guinea 
societie s place a high value on entrepreneurship . Mead ( 1 9 5 6 :  
45 ,  5 0 ) speaks of traditional Manus society a s  an "economic 
treadmill " on whi ch high status could be achieved by e c onomic 
activity alone, and even person s  of  rank c ould not maintain their 
positions without being involved in a vast network of transactions . 
Although the Manus economy was more elaborate than many in 
(1) Local government councils have , however, promoted three land development 
projects in Papua-New Guinea .  These are the Higaturu Land Registration scheme 
which is described in New Guinea Research Unit Bulletin No, 2, the Vudal scheme 
where the Rabaul Council leased a 1 ,  OOO acre block from government and sub-leased 
half of it in blocks of 4. 8 acres to individual taxpayers for resettlement: and the 
Ambenob scheme near Madang where the council leased government land and sub­
leased it to local residents for cash cropping. Research on the last two schemes has 
not yet been undertaken. 
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New Guinea, the emphasis on exchange s and the relative equality 
of opportunity may be regarded as typical . The Tolai of New 
B ritain, the Trobriand Islande rs,  and above all the people of the 
New Guinea highlands (who account for nearly half the country ' s  
population) all pos s e s s ed complex economi c systems, were 
familiar with debt, and placed a high value on economic enter ­
pris e .  
It i s  appreciated that it is government practic e  (and 
presumably policy) to encourage indigenous agriculture almost 
exclusively on a basis of peasant proprietorship( 1 ) but until re ­
cently the possibility of indigenous take -over of existing ex­
patriate plantations was not considered . As the M 'buke example 
shows,  some communitie s prefer to undertake such ventures co­
operatively rathe r than individually, and on M 'buke there is 
general oppo sition to any proposal to subdivide the plantation . 
In instances where expatriate plantations are sold to 
indigenous groups, there are several advantages in acquisition 
by co -operatives rather than subdivi sion into family holdings . 
Firstly subdivision ne c e s sitates surveying and possibly the 
realignment of internal roads ;  both are costly, and with the 
present sho rtage of survey staff the.re may be long delays . 
Secondly, c o -operatives often poss e s s  accumulated cash and 
other assets,  and pe rmit a lending institution to deal with a 
s ingle large loan rather than many s mall one s .  The latter are 
more costly to maintain, more difficult to supervise,  and prob ­
ably more difficult to recoup los ses  from in the event of failure . 
Thirdly, as the M 'buke example suggests, suc c e s s  may be 
facilitated if existing equipment and facilities are used and the 
established routines of plantation operation are maintained . 
Fourthly, extension officers may be able to introduce improved 
husbandry and manage rial practic e s  more easily to a single  
o rganized group than to  a number of small -holders . Moreover 
operation of  co -operatives gives experienc e in busine s s  manage­
ment that is s eldom available othe rwise . A conside rable number 
( 1 )  This policy is reflected in the practice of  the Native Loans Board , which has shown 
extreme reluctance to grant loans to permit employment of any labour ; and of the 
Lands Board, which has with rare exceptions made available to indigenes only small 
blocks suitable as family units. 
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of the indigenous people in the South Pacific who have succeeded 
in private enterpri s e, local government and even in cabinet 
posts, got their basic training in c o - ope rative s .  Finally, 
whereas it is difficult to ac cumulate capital for productive pur ­
poses from small -holdings at existing produce prices,  co­
operative s often can and do make savings for furthe r  investment . 
Many ob serve rs have noted that indigenous s mall­
holde rs farm cash c rops haphazardly, omitting or delaying 
necessary husbandry and leaving mature c rops to rot from time 
to time . To the extent that this is due to lack of awarene s s  of  
the reason for the practices,  and to  the need for re gularity, i t  i s  
probable that the n e w  behaviour patterns could be more e ffec­
tively introduced by a large - scale organization such as a co ­
operative than by individuals . Instance s  of  haphazard handling 
of c rops which I have observed in other parts of the country show 
that temporary abandonment is often due to sickness or social 
c rises  such as funerals or marriages . Whe reas in village s 
the c rops of those te mporarily absent or in mourning are 
usually lost, in the M 'buke co -operative the individuals are re­
placed by others not so  committed and full productivity i s  
maintained .  
The most likely problem as sociated with co -ope rative 
management is accounting.  In view of the very li mited knowledge 
of bookkeeping and other comme rcial technicalities,  co -operative 
plantations would be unlikely to succeed unless  existing training, 
audit and supervisory services  w e re maintained . ( 1 )  
Given pre sent pric es  for copra on the one hand and fo r 
imported foods and building materials on the other ( e s pecially in 
isolated areas like M 'buke) the income from producing c opra on 
(1 )  In the case of  M'buke plantation, where these services appear to be adequate , 
this involved training courses of six weeks' duration for the society's secretary and 
storeman; and visits from officials of the co-operatives registry amount to about ten 
days per year by the co-operative officer and about twenty days per year by local 
inspectors. Only about a third of this time is concerned with the plantation , however, 
most be ing spent on the co-operative store . In addition to visits , co-operative 
officials at the Manus district office in Lorengau spend about thirty man-days per year 
in assisting with orders, shipping, bookkeeping and advice for the M1buke co-operative . 
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a full -time ba sis is inadequate to feed, clothe and house a 
family . It is generally much cheaper to grow one ' s  own staple 
foods rather than to buy them, and cheaper to build from pre -
dominantly local materials . If  a co -ope rative plantation is  to 
provide maximum increase in consumption levels there fore, it 
will need to ensure that members have adequate land for subsis ­
tence (whether on or off the plantation) and are required to work 
only such hours as will not inte rfe re with subsistence produc -
tion . ( 1 ) The M 'buke co -operative is well placed on both counts 
and illustrates how the co -ope rative principle of pay being based 
on output is well adjusted to a village situation where it  is  
s eldom convenient for everyone to  work for an equal amount of 
time . Res earch to date shows that while the time available 
surplus to that needed to provide subsistenc e varies greatly in 
different parts of the country, it does not generally exceed 
twenty hours pe r week.  ( 2 )  
Whether co -ope rative s promote initiative more o r  le s s  
than indi victual s mall holdings depends both on the pe rsons in -
valved and their environment . The M 'buke community i s  small 
and homogeneous , it lives in a single village, had six years ' 
experience of  co -operative trading and for ten years operated 
the plantation as a group under expatriate management . Follow­
ing purchase of the property by the co -ope rative, the initiative 
of the leade rs is transmitted into effort by the whole group 
through a cohe sive authority structure . It is doubtful indeed 
that productivity would be maintained, or individual satis factions 
be as great, if the property were subdivided and output left to 
the separate initiative of each small -holder.  If on the other 
(1) As an indication of the necessity to produce as much as possible of one1s own food, 
the official scale of money paid in lieu of rations at Manus at the time was £1 .  2. 3 
per week for a single man and £2 . 1 8. 0 per wee k  for a married man with three 
children. These rates are to cover food only , and at Lorengau prices according to 
government estimates. Cash crop production, by comparison, brings the M1buke folk 
only about £2 3 per adult male per year for about six months' work (i. e .  just under 
£1 per week worked) . 
(2) A major study of time patterns in various parts of the country is now being under­
taken by P. Krinks and E. Waddell. Pilot studies undertaken by R. G. Crocombe and 
M. Rimoldi appear in New Guinea Research Unit Bulletins and further brief studies 
will appear in later issues.  
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hand the buyers were residentially scatte red, unaccustomed to 
functioning as a unit, and divided into antagonistic factions ,  
division into s mall -holdings would appear t o  b e  more propitious . 
Whether co -operative s  should b e  concerned with the 
whole productive process,  or none of it, or me rely provide 
servic e s  such as loans,  transport, proc es sing or marketing, can 
only be dete rmined in the light of the expe rience s  and ambitions 
of the peopl e  concerned and of existing facilities  provided by 
commerce and government . 
We have been c oncerned in this section solely with the 
role of c o -operative s in the transfe r  of  establi shed plantations 
from expatriate to indigenous ownership . There are no ex ­
amples in Papua -New Guinea of  co -operatives e stablishing new 
plantations,  and the feasibility of their doing so has not been 
c onsidered in this study . 
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Summary 
In November 1 9 6 1 the M 'buke co -operative society 
purchased M 'buke plantation from Edgell and Whiteley Ltd . The 
plantation comprises  eleven islands and an area of 1 4 1  hectare s .  
Half the purchase price  of £ 6 ,  OOO was paid from members ' con ­
tributions and half from a gove rnment loan . 
The plantation is now managed by a co -operative com­
mittee which is elected annually by members . Opportunitie s  for 
unskilled j ob s  are shared by members who work for an ave rage 
of six months per year on the plantation . Specialists retain their 
j obs fai rly permanently . Payment for c opra - making is based 
on individual output of copra . Clearing is paid for at contract 
rates .  
C opra output and maintenanc e  standards have been kept 
at the levels established by the company which owned the plan­
tation forme rly . As all income (with the exception of shipping 
freight, sacks and minor items like nails and paint) is paid 
directly or indirectly to memb e rs of the c o -ope rative, purchase 
of the plantation has led to a considerable inc rease in thei r  in ­
come . 
Factors which s e e m  to b e  relevant to the success  of the 
ente rprise  to date are :  
( 1 )  The pre sent owners formerly worked on the plan ­
tation as employee s  of the company which owned it previously . 
They w ere thus familiar with all phases of  its operation except 
top management and financ e. The husbandry practice s  of  the 
company have been continued by the co -operative . 
( 2 )  The co -operative had functioned suc c e s s fully for 
s ix years (in retail trading and produce marketing) before buying 
the plantation.  Members had thus gained some experience of 
co -ope rative principles,  elementary bookkeeping, and busines s  
management . 
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( 3 )  The c o -operative draw s almost all its membership 
from a s mall, homogeneous and relatively c ohesive community 
with a total population under 5 0 0 .  
(4 )  There i s  an adequate labour force available to 
work the plantation . 
Generalizations drawn on the basis of the M 'buke ex­
perience must take cognisance of the fact that this is a single  
expe riment and that it has been operating for only two years . 
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Island ( 1) 
Appendix A 
Areas of islands and clearing arrangements 
� (2) 
(hectares) 
Times cleared Contract(3) � Approx. man-days 
each clearing 
Islands operated 
b:i::: co-operative: 
Lenjenning(4) 1 .  48. 50 3 £40 £120 140 
2. Malon 2. 00 2 £15 £30 
3. Anun 7. 6 3  3 £20 £60 
4. T iombwon(4) 8. 85 ) 
s .  Karebo o. 28 ) 3 £15 £45 
6. Ahu 19. 1 8  3 £30 £90 
7. Ewa1(4) 27. 6 3  3 £30 £90 
8. Kulinge 8. 08 3 £20 £60 
9. Patali(4) 17. 65 3 £15 £45 
1 39. 80 £540 
Islands under customary ownership: 
M1buke(4) 
Bulitangalou 
Sululau 
S ilemon 
SO. 00 (assessed) 
1 .  00 (assessed) 
O. 32) These two islands were legally part of the 
1 .  08) company plantation but were not used by 
the company. (5) 
(1) Spelling: There is no standardized spelling for the names of islands and a wide 
range of orthographies is used in maps and documents. 
(2) �: Those maps which show the compass traverse indetail show that measure­
ments were taken around the coast line at highwater mark. Coastal '  sands and rocky 
coastal slopes ,  mangroves, rock outcrops , fringes of bush and inland &wamps appear to 
account for about 35% of the total area.  The planted area would thus be only about 
65% of the above total (i. e .  225 acres). 
(3) Clearing Costs: Amounts paid for clearing are not directly proportional to area 
of the island, though the discrepancies are not as great as they appear for some islands 
have relatively large areas of swamp or mangrove (which is never cleared) and others 
have none . Moreover, the terrain on some islands is more difficult than others. The 
prices paid by the co-operative are the same as paid by the company previously. 
(4) Driers: Islands marked (4) above have smoke-houses for drying copra and act as 
collection and processing centres for adjacent islands. 
(5) Sululau & Silemon: In fact the M'buke people today deny that these islands were 
ever sold. They are still held and worked by individual M1buke people . 
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Appendix B 
Changes in personnel in managerial roles( 1 )  
A .  Co-operative society board (formed early 1955: elected annually by members) 
Position 1 955-6 1956-7 195 7-8 1958-9 1 959-60 1960-6 1  196 1 -2 1962-3 
Chairman Poliap Poliap Ponawan Ponawan Ponawan Ponawan Ponawan Pakob 
Secretary/ 
Treasurer Kula po Kula po Kula po Kula po Kula po Kula po Kulapo(2) Manus(3) 
Director Chauka Noan Pokatou Poliap Poliap Poliap Poliap Poliap 
Director Tapas Ta pas Ma ton Ma ton Ma ton Ma ton Ma ton Ma ton 
1 963-4 
Pakob 
John 
Poliap 
Ma ton 
Director Kichawan Kichawan Malikis Kisakiu Kichawan Kichawan Kichawan Chawanin Chawanin 
Director Alibet Alibet Potuku Potuku Cholai Ali bet Alibet Kaluin 
Director Pongi Taita Poiume Songau Songau Paliau Paliau Paliau 
Director Chapau Ka pin Pongi Chameiel Kuluep Posalak Posalak Posalak 
� B. Delegate to Manus Native Societies Association (joined 1 955: elected annually by board) 
Kaluin 
Paliau 
Posalak 
Delegate Alibet Noan Pokatou Poliap Cholai Poliap Poliap Poliap Poliap 
C. Plantation Management Committee (formed Nov. 196 1 :  elected annually by members) 
Manager Nabor Nabor 
Member for Lenjenning 
Malon and Anun 
Member for Tiombwon 
Karebo and Ahu 
Member for Ewal,  Kulinge 
Member for Patali 
D. Copra Inspectors (appointed Nov. 6 1 :  by directors from among directors) 
Senior Inspector (trained by Dept. of Agriculture) 
. 
�ssistant Inspector 
E. Store Staff (appointed 1 963 by directors) 
Store man 
( 1 )  All persons in these roles are men. 
(2)  Resigned due to illness. 
(3)  Dismissed for unauthorized absence from M1buke . 
Pouru Pouru 
Seleiau Ponawan 
Chauka Chauka 
Kiliui Charopwe 
Ma ton Ma ton 
Paliau Paliau 
Matankiau 
Est. age Present 
pres. Mem. remuner-
ation 
40 
2 1  £4. 1 8 .  mnth. 
37 
2 7  
40 
34 
26 
30 
48 £2 . 1S .  mnth. 
SS Nil 
38 Nil 
46 Nil 
45 Nil 
£4. S . mnth. 
£2 . mnth . 
23 £2 . mnth. 
Distribution of leadership roles 
It  i s  of  interest to note that no individual holds more 
than one formal elective leadership role at a time . Neither the 
local government c ouncillor nor the council committee of 3 men 
and 2 women has any formal role in the c o - operative . Likewise 
none of the 2 men and 3 women of the church committee,  the 3 
lay preacher s of  the church, the 4 men and 3 women of the school 
committee,  and the chairman, treasurer and s e c retary of the 
wome n ' s  club, has any formal role  in any other body on the 
island . All the above are chosen by election (either by show of 
hands or by ' lining ' behind one ' s  candidate, except in the case of 
the local government councillor who is elected by s e c ret bal ­
lot) . ( 1 ) The people say that the fact that one already holds such 
a position does not nec e s sarily disqualify him from standing for 
another (and in the past there have been s eve ral instances of 
persons holding two such roles concurrently) but that they do not 
want any one man to have too much powe r  on the island. The 
local government councillor is also a member of the Manus 
District Advisory Council, but he is nominated by the District 
C ommissione r .  The delegate to the Manus Native Societies  
Association i s  also a member of the co -operative board, but 
this is required by the rule s .  The aged are never elected to 
office,  and with only about 1 0 0  adult male s on the island, most  
of the ablebodied men in the 3 5 - 5 0  year age group s e rve in one 
office or anothe r .  
( 1) Likewise when a gang takes a contract to clear part of the plantation, they elect 
one of their number as 1boss 1 •  
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Appendix C 
Historical notes on leadership and land claims in M'buke( 1 )  
The M 'buke people trace their origin from the Peri 
islets off the south -east coast of  Manus . The early Peri pe ople 
travelled widely, knew the M 'buke islands and fished near them 
from time to time . A dispute arose in Peri which involved a 
leader named Niachili, and hi s descent group who w e re known 
as Champonbungo . (2 ) 
Niachili w ent with several men in a single canoe to 
Bulitangalou . The re w ere no people living on this island, nor 
on any others in the M 'buke group except M 'buke itself.  Those 
at  M 'buke did not live on the seasho re as Peri  people do, but on 
the slope of the hill towards the middle of the i sland . These  
original inhabitants o f  M 'buke belong to  what the Peri  folk call 
the Matankor people . (3) 
The day after Niachili ' s  canoe landed on Bulitangalou 
two Matankor people came from M 'buke to see  who they were 
and what they wanted .  They told Niachili that the M 'buke people 
were divided into two separate groups,  one of which had two 
leading men and the other three. (4 ) He told them to fetch the 
two most important leaders,  which they did, and a meeting was 
held on Bulitangalou . Niachili told them that he wanted to b ring 
his people to the M 'buke group to live and offe red the ori ginal 
( 1 )  A s  recounted by a group comprising Nabor, Poliap, Pakob , Litau, Pongi,  Bernard 
and others, between 1 1th and 22nd October, 1963  and written up from notes recorded 
by the writer. Interpolations from other sources are identified in footnotes.  
(2) Champonbungo was the name of the place they lived rather than of a descent 
group. It seems likely that large groups took their names from places of residence , 
and that named descent groups were numerically quite small. However, without a 
knowledge of the language this is only surmise . 
(3) The present inhabitants of M1buke are descendants of both Peri and Matankor 
people though they consider the Matankor element to be secondary. 
(4) The names of the leaders of one group (which occupied the eastern half of the 
island and lived at Bulol) were given as Bogio and Potau, those of the latter group 
(which occupied the western half and lived at Korn) were T iane , Kondrot and Nian. 
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inhabitants protection in return for occupation . The Matankor 
are said to have been anxious for Niachili ' s  people to stay in 
order to protect them from raids by othe r groups . They gave 
Niachili ' s  people the right to use all the reef and islands en­
compassed within the M 'buke reef, except M ' buke itself. ( 1 ) 
The Peri people returned home that day and collected 
their wive s, children and property, and brought them to Buli ­
tangalou whe re they built a village in the lagoon . All the 
Champonbungo, and only the Champonbungo, came . ( 2 )  To ce­
ment their friendship with the Matankor people of  M ' buke, each 
party took some women from the other group as wives, and 
inte r - marriage continued in later gene ration s .  
Shortly after their arrival Niachili distributed the land 
among the leading men of his party. All the i slands on the 
M 'buke reef except M 'buke itself were divided (the mo re distant 
islands seem not to have been regarded as part of M 'buke at this 
stage ) .  None of the Matankor w e re included in the distribution 
which was as follow s :  
Island (3) 
Bulitangalou 
Sululau 
Leader to whom allocated 
Niachili 
Kalopoen 
Lenjenning (divided in three) :  
Pokali 
Popokei 
Lompol 
Malon 
Pola pan 
Labawai 
Niachili 
Poiai 
Pokanip ) 
Remarks 
Part to Kapungau 
Half to his younger brother Changau 
Part to his younger brother Cheko 
These men were brothers. The 
larger portion went to Poiai 's  family 
(1) It is emphasized that this is the story as accepted on the island today, but all the 
present inhabitants trace their descent primarily from Niachili 1s group rather than from 
the Matankor folk. The islands encompassed within the M1buke reef are Lenjenning, 
Bulitangalou, Sululau, Silemon, Malon and M1buke. 
(2) It is conceivable that Niachili1s group had been evicted from Peri and did not 
make any return journey, for of the three genealogies collected which go back to this 
original migration , all these men (including Niachili) had wives from Tarwi or 
Pelikawa. The Tarwi and Pelikawa people also trace the ir origin from Peri, but from 
earlier migrations. 
(3) The names used by the Matankor for the various islands were retained by the 
immigrants. 
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During Niachili 's lifetime the Mulitau (or Purdy) I slands, 
which were uninhabited, were divided among Niachili 's people 
as under :  
Kolipalon ( Mole )  I sland t o  Niachili ' s  group . 
Kolemboi (or Mouse and Rat) I slands to Poiai ' s  group . 
Laichei ( or  Bat) Islands to Polapan ' s  group. 
The people did not establish a settlement on the Mulitau 
Islands, but simply built leaf shelte rs there during their visits 
to c ollect turtle s,  coconuts and sago . The people of Bipi Island 
also claimed Mulitau at one stage, but ac cording to the M 'buke 
tradition some Bipi folk w e re found at Mulitau c ollecting turtles 
by a M 'buke party which killed some and put the rest to flight . 
They state that the M 'buke claim is not dis puted today (though 
we cannot confirm that this is nec e s sarily s o ) . 
The northern islands of the M 'buke group were unin ­
habited and had not been claimed by the Matankor of M 'buke . 
They were acquired by occupation by the descendants of  Niachili 
and allocated as follow s :  
Tiombwon and Karebo to the descendants o f  Poia i .  
Anun t o  the descendants o f  Changau . 
Kulinge to the desc endants of Polapan . 
Ewal to the descendants of Kalopoen . 
Ahu to the desc endants of Niachili . 
In each case the land was allocated to the leader for hi s 
group. He then subdivided the land to individual men .  Niachili 
and his people remained on Bulitangalou but the other people 
w ent to their respective islands and built village s there . 
Patali, the i sland neare st the mainland, was not then 
considered to be part of the M 'buke group, but Lala and Mapule 
acquired rights to it afte r they settled on the mainland at 
Chapuwai ( see page 49 ) . 
Tradition records that Niachili had 1 0 children of his 
own and that after a succ e s s ful fighting expedition against the 
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Matankor of Baluan Island( l ) he took Chauka, a young child of 
the defeated group, brought him back to M ' buke and adopted him . 
This was Niachili ' s favourite child, and as his own s on s  w e r e  
said to b e  'big-heads ' ,  whe reas Chauka was obedient, he insisted 
during his old age that his leadership role be passed to C hauka . 
Some of the born is sue disputed this choice but Niachili ' s  insis -
tence was re spected and Chauka was accepted as  leade r while 
Niachili was still alive . ( 2 )  Niachili died on Bulitangalou as a 
very old man. Chauka married a woman from N 'drowa Island .( 3 )  
On one oc casion a me s sage was received from Mouk 
Island to the effect that the people of M 'bunai had made insulting 
re marks about the people of  Bulitangalou . ( 4 ) Lala, who i s  
spoken o f  as the ' fight -leade r '  for Bulitangalou (and who was 
head of a descent group under Chauka),  acco rdingly led a war ­
party against M'bunai, burnt their villa ge and took three 
pri soners : Poniak, Kailo and Popuiap. Poniak was adopted by 
Lala and married into M 'buke. The other two later left the 
island . 
Als o during Chauka ' s  time as leader, the 'humbug bilong 
Ge rmany ' oc curred .  It seems that a European vessel had called 
at Laichei in the Purdy Islands and left a work party of ten in­
digene s and one European (possibly to dive for trochus shell ) .  
The ship went on its way. A group from M 'buke w ent to Laichei 
to catch turtle s and found the vi sitors there. A fight ensued and 
the European and nine of the indigenes were killed.  The other, 
a Buka man named Matande, was brou ght back to M 'buke as a 
prisoner by Tiraliu who was a member of Poiai ' s  descent group . 
( 1 )  This was before the Mouk people from Peri had settled nea� Baluan. 
(2) In recounting the story the narrator, perhaps assuming that we might question the 
passing of the title to a foreign adopted child, said, 1 1 1  orait , i olsem Duke of 
Gloucesterbilong yupela waitman1 1 •  I did not query the source of his English history. 
(3) The N'drowa people had originated from Peri before the M1buke migration. They 
now live at M1bunai .  
(4) The Mouk people traced their origin from Peri also, but had left there after 
Niachili's group. Two of Niachili's daughters, Niateng and Ndrokelou, had married 
on Mouk and Niachili 1s  son Pokuru had later married there also. It was their children 
who reported the insult to the M1buke people . 
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Matande eventually e s caped and pre sumably made con ­
tact with the authorities, for not long afterwards a German 
punitive expedition came to M 'buke . ( 1 ) All the people from the 
surrounding islands fled to M 'buke its elf (which is the largest 
and hilliest of the islands )  and hid with the Matankor people in 
the dense bush . The Ge rman ship anchored in the lagoon and 
boats were landed with Ge rman officers and native police . They 
burned all the village s and de stroyed property and pigs along the 
shoreline s .  Canoes which w e re hauled up on the beaches were 
destroyed, but a number of people had sunk their canoes in 
shallow water for safety. That night they raised their sunken 
canoes  and fled to the mainland taking the Matankor people with 
them.  Only a few old people and some children were left be­
hind . The following day an expedition from the ship w ent inland 
and killed two old men and one old woman . Then the ship 
departed.  The survivors were later res cued by those who had 
fled to the mainland . 
The M 'buke people  were given refuge by some U siai 
people on the mainland. The M 'buke folk supplied the Usiai with 
fish and other marine products and were allowed to s ettle at 
Chapuwai (near Malai Bay) . Not all M 'buke folk settled the re,  
howeve r, and some went to Chowai and others to Kali on the 
w e st coast of Manus . Chauka remained with the main group at 
Chapuwai . The remaining Matankor people of M 'buke (of  whom 
there are said to have been few left )  were now completely ab­
sorbed by Chauka ' s  people and they do not appear as a separate 
entity in tradition beyond this point, nor do they in any subse -
quent gene rations in the genealogies collected . 
Chauka later persuaded the M 'buke people then living 
at Chowai and Kali to rej oin the main group at Chapuwai . In 
retaliation for the punitive expedition to M 'buke a group of M 'buke 
men from Chapuwai attacked a trading s chooner which called 
there and mas sac red the Ge rman captain, whom they called 
"Ma ste r Charlie ", and his crew . (2 ) They pillaged the cargo 
( 1 )  Manus was part of  the colony of  German New Guinea from 1 884 to  1 914.  
(2)  "Master Charlie" was killed by a M1buke man named Lala the younger ,  the son 
of Lala mentioned on page 47 and the father of Charopwe. 
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but, knowing little of the relative values of thes e  strange com­
moditie s  to Europeans,  they tipped the ric e  in the sea but kept 
the sacks, threw away the canned meats but extracted the nails 
from the meat cas es,  and they jettisoned the tobacco . But they 
kept the muskets and shot . 
Using the pillaged muskets they expanded their earli e r  
range o f  warring and fought against a number of mainland 
village s and coastal island s .  Going round Manus t o  the east 
they claim to have conque red as far as Pityilu Island on the 
north c oast .  Travelling west they fought a s  far a s  Ponam Island. 
They had only to conquer Andra and Hus I slands to complete 
their circuit of Manus . But at that stage the Ge rman authoriti e s  
arrived and further fighting w a s  stopped .  
The German government w a s  evidently not aware of  the 
mas sac re of "Master Charlie ", and there were accordingly no 
reprisals . Then a Japanes e  trader named Captain Gumini came 
to settle in the area and he be came friendly with the M ' buke 
people at Chapuwai, and espe cially with a man named Mapule 
(alias Narwi ) .  Captain Gumini advised them to s end the muskets 
back to the German authorities. He took two young M 'buke men 
name d Mundam and Molean (who were s elected by Mapule)  to the 
German authoritie s  in Rabaul . The autho rities are said to have 
stated that no punishment would be imposed if the muskets w e re 
returned . ( 1 ) The muskets w e re accordingly collected and s ent 
to Rabaul . 
Soon after the two young men returned from Rabaul, 
Chauka died. He was an old man . He was suc c eeded by his 
second son Chanan as "boss bilong ol M 'buke " . (2 ) Chanan too 
( 1 )  The M1buke people consider that the lack of retaliation was due to the fact that 
they still had the muskets, and assumed that the Germans were therefore afraid of 
them. 
(2) Chauka1s  first son, Angol, had been blown off course on a voyage to Mulitau and 
landed in the Western Islands. Chanan was with him but, whereas Chanan returned 
to Chapuwai ,  Angol married in the Western Islands and remained there . Some of his 
issue subsequently rejoined the M1buke people but most have remained in the Western 
Islands. Informants suggested that the reason Angol remained in the Western Islands 
was that his M1buke wife (who remained behind) had borne him only one child, a girl. 
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lived until old a ge,  and on his death was succ eeded by his eldest 
son Poliap. 
Mapule was the head of one of the descent groups under 
Chauka, but because of  his friendship with Captain Gumini his 
influenc e grew during Chanan 's  time as leader and Mapule be­
came more important than all other heads of descent groups 
except Chanan (and later Poliap) . 
The German authorities are said to have consulted 
Captain Gumini about the selection of the first luluai (official 
head man) and to have concurred in his re commendation that 
Mapule be appointed . Mapule was then very old, and asked that 
the office b e  ve sted in his son Polongou and this was done . 
Molean (who had been sent to Rabaul about the muskets ) was 
later appointed as  a tultul ( minor offi cial ) under Polongou. 
While the people were living at Chapuwai a German 
bought the island of Anun . He made payment to Mapule in toma­
hawks, tobacco and other trade goods . The German planter 
( whose name is not remembered) built a house,  trading station 
and wharf at Anun and then cleared the bush and planted coconuts . 
At fi rst he used labourers from New Ireland and Buka, but late r 
he hired some Manus labour also:  Usiai people from the main ­
land, Matankor people from Rambutso, and others,  but no M ' buke 
people w e re hired . Then he took over the neighbouring islands 
of Tiombwon, Kulinge and Ewal one by one and planted them .  
The people claim that h e  did not buy these islands,  but just took 
them over without asking "long pasin bilong waitman " (in Euro­
pean fashion ) .  ( 1 ) 
( 1 )  It i s  conceivable that Mapule sold all islands (irrespective o f  his right t o  do so) 
but informed his people that he had sold only those to which his family had rights. 
There is unfortunately no means of checking these facts as the relevant documents 
were destroyed during the second world war. All that can be said with certainty is 
that the German administration recognized the sale of all islands and issued the pur­
chaser with appropriate title deeds. These were used as a basis for new deeds issued 
between the wars in favour of the Custodian of Expropriated Properties. At the time 
of purchase , most of the islands were covered with virgin bush. A considerable amount 
of capital must have been required to clear the bush and establish a coconut plantation. 
Whereas the M'buke pecple emphasize the low original selling price of the land, this 
is irrelevant to the buyer who bought it from the Custodian of Expropriated Properties 
in 1928 for £4, 600. 
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The people are said to have recognized Polongou as  the 
white man ' s  luluai only, and to have continued to recogniz e 
Poliap as the ' true ' leader of the M 'buke people . Poliap died 
of illne ss  while still a relatively young man . Though married, 
he had no born children though he did have an adopted son Muli . 
Muli had not yet reached puberty when Poliap died, and Muli 
himself died at the age of about 5 5  in 1 9 6 3 . Leade rship of the 
group devolved on Poliap ' s  next younge r b rother, Kichili . 
By this time the people at Chapuwai had become divided 
into two factions, those who supported the government luluai 
Polongou and those who supported the traditional leader Kichili . 
Most of Kichili ' s  people then de cided to return to the M'buke 
group to settle (though Kichili himself was aged and wished to 
remain; he had no children of hi s own) . 
The M 'buke islands (except Anun) had been uninhabited 
since the German punitive expedition s everal gene rations 
earlie r, though while living at Chapuwai the people had made 
fairly regular visits to the islands to c ollect turtles  and fruits . 
Once the Ge rman planter settled at Anun, howeve r, they made 
their visits to M 'buke at night, or made wide detours so as not 
to be seen by the plante r who got angry with them for visiting 
the group . After the Territory of New Guinea was taken over 
by the Australian authoritie s in  1 9 14,  however, they visited 
more frequently, and a few built houses and settled on Buli ­
tangalou . ( 1 ) The s e  people were followers o f  Kichili . 
The people chose Tano as the leade r of the group who 
returned to Bulitangalou . Asked why Tano was appointed, in­
formants replied that it was because he was the s enior man in 
the line ' straight from Niachili ' throu gh the latte r ' s  youngest 
daughter Poilep . Poilep married a man named N ' dramana 
whom they say was a M ' buke man of no impo rtance .  Tano was 
their  eldest son, and at the time of the migration was ageing, 
olde r than Kichili hims elf (and senior to him in gene rations ), 
but still active . The re had earlier been some competition be­
tween Kichili and Tano for leadership of the group . The pre -
( 1 )  Bulitangalou was not included in the original purchase by the German planter. 
The people cannot remember when this resettlement began, but the Chapuwai Village 
Book for 1 92 1-4 (no earlier record is preserved) contains several references to in­
dividuals leaving Chapuwai to live in the M1buke group and vice versa. 
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vious land divi sions among the descent groups as made by 
Niachili were retained.  
The Ge rman planter remained at Anun for several years 
after the Australian military occupation and the migration back 
to Bulitangalou . About 1 9 2 0, however, civilian government was 
established and the plante r was repatriated to Germany. Tano 
was made a luluai and Nouna a tultul under him by the new 
regime . 
The M ' buke people claim (though this claim has not 
been verified) that as revenge for the M 'buke atta ck described 
on page 48,  the M 'bunai people made a false report about them 
to the ' English ' ( i .  e .  Australian) gove rnment and a group of 
native polic e  came and destroyed Bulitangalou village . The 
police landed at night, chased the people from the village, and 
burned the hous e s  and destroyed the prope rty . ( 1 ) 
So the people left Bulitangalou and came to settle on 
M 'buke itself. They divided into two groups, the one under 
Tano :built Bulol village on the eastern end of the island, and 
that under Chankel built Korn (which is the site of the pre sent 
village ) . Chankel had been a ' family bos s ' of a sub -group 
unde r  Tana and had been a medical tultul sinc e about 1 92 1 .  (2 ) 
At some time in the 1 9 3 0 ' s  Korn was abandoned and its people 
went to Bulol to settle . 
A fter the Ge rman plante r  was repatriated, the M ' buke 
plantation was taken over by the "Moke rang C ompany " .  ( 3 ) The 
Moke ring Company engaged the M ' buke people as plantation 
labour for the first time . ( 4 ) 
( 1 )  There is probably another side to this story, it  has merely been recorded as re­
lated. 
(2) This and subsequent dates of appointments shown in this appendix have been 
inserted after consulting the appropriate Village Book. 
(3) This was the Custodian ofExpropriatedProperties whose headquarters were located 
at Mokerang. 
(4) The workers camped on whatever island they were working , and were paid 2/­
per month in cash, and 3/- per month in savings, plus food and regulation issues such 
as clothing, soap and tobacco. This pay rate remained until the outbreak of war. 
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When the Mokerang C ompany was disbanded in 1 9 2 8 , Mr Whiteley 
purchased M 'buke plantation . 
In 1 92 6 ,  after Tano ' s  group had settled on M ' buke 
proper, Mundam ( one of Polongou ' s  group from Chapuwai) de ­
cided to settle on Bulitangalou . Mundam i s  said to have 
approached the Moke rang Company and a meeting was held at 
which it was agreed that if Mundam would s end some of his 
people to work as plantation labour for the company, the c orn -
parry would allow Mundam ' s  people to live on Bulitangalou . ( 1 ) 
They came and settled and the government appointed Mundam 
luluai for Bulitangalou . (2 ) Tatou was appointed tultul unde r  
Mundam .  
A t  thi s time Tarro was old and had relinquished his 
luluaiship . None of hi s surviving children w e re of suffi cient 
maturity of years to take ove r and on Tano ' s  recommendation 
Malai was appointed luluai in his stead . Informants pointed out 
that the people had insisted on the s ele ction of Malai as he was 
the senior male de scendant of Niachili . ( 3 ) 
Malai died relatively young, while his predece s s o r  
Tarro w a s  still alive . B y  this time Tano ' s  son Kapin had reached 
maturity whereas Malai 's son Posalak had not and Kapin was 
chos en as luluai by the people and confirmed by the government . 
When the tultul Nouna became sick he was replaced by Pokichong, 
and when the latter died Sapona was appointed . ( 4 ) Sapona died 
in 1 94 3  and be cause of the war no official replacement was 
made until 1 9 4 5  when Nabor was appointed . On Bulitangalou, the 
tultul Tatou died during the war and was replaced by Charopwe . 
( 1 )  The people produced a document dated l lth May 1 926 and signed by the manager 
of the Mokerang Company stating that Mundam1s people could reside on Bulitangalou 
1 in consideration of a certain sum paid1•  The sum was not specified but the people 
say it was 10/- per year. 
(2) People said that Lala 1s son Charopwe would have taken over as ,!!ili!!i owing to his 
being the eldest direct descendant from Lala , but he was too young and when he be­
came adult he went away to mission school. 
(3) The genealogy compiled later showed that he had an elder brother Chalapan. 
Informants stated that the elder brother was then alive , but did not have the necessary 
qualities of a leader and had been passed over. 
(4) Sapona1s elder brother, Koiap , was then away training as a medical assistant . 
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A better und e rs tanding of the s election by the people of 
Nabor and Charopwe as tultuls, and of later changes in leader ­
ship patterns, can be obtained by a sho rt digression on change s 
in the religious and political environment . 
About 1 9 3 2  the Roman Catholic Mis sion came to Manus 
and established a station at Papitalai on the north coast . In -
digenous catechists were posted to various places in the di strict, 
including Kabanu on the south coast of Manus . Four M 'buke men 
went to Kabanu for some months to learn the new religion . They 
w e re Charopwe of Bulitangalou and Tapas,  Pouru and Otto Sikot 
of Bulol village on M 'buke . At the end of thei r stay they went 
to the mis sion headquarters at Papitalai and remained there fo r 
several years . An Usiai man from the north coast was then 
po sted to Bulitangalou as cate chist and he sent one further batch 
of four men to the miss ion about 1 9 3 8 .  They stayed for three 
years . No women or children w ere ever sent . 
In 1 9 3 6 , Nabor j oined the police force and was sent to 
Rabaul for training .  He had not attended the mission, but had 
spent the previous five years working as a cook for Mr Whiteley, 
fi rstly on M 'buke plantation and later on Inrim plantation . In 
Rabaul he be came friendly with Paliau of Baluan Island who was 
also working in the police  forc e .  ( 1 ) From Rabaul he was posted 
to the Sepik distri ct . Nabor says that from his work for Mr 
Whiteley, from what he saw of European ways and property in 
Rabaul, and from his experience of very primitive people in the 
Sepik district, he became convinced that adhe rence to custom 
was responsible for the fact that his people on M 'buke did not 
enj oy the prosperity of the Europeans . 
On his leave to M 'buke in 1 9 3 8  he held meetings and 
told the people to abandon the property exchange s and other 
customs which came from the ance stors and adopt the ways of 
the white man .  He says that many of the younger men were 
receptive to his ideas but the two luluais and the catechist led 
the elders in opposition to him . One of the changes he advocated 
was the adoption of  European dre ss but, he and others maintain, 
the mis sion taught that it was 'big -headed ' and wrong for them 
( 1 )  Paliau1s history is given in  detail in Schwartz, 1 962. 
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to wear European clothes and if they did so  God would punish 
them . The luluais and the catechist tried to take him to ' c ourt ' 
before the prie st but he refused to go and was denied entry to 
the church as punishment . He returned to police wo rk in New 
Guinea . 
In 1 9 4 0  Nabor left the polic e  force and returned to 
M 'buke . He held secret meetings with the young men on Len ­
j enning I sland and enlisted their support for majo r  change s in 
the way of  life including abolition of bride -price  and subsequent 
gift exchanges at births and deaths, abolition of prohibitions on 
eating with in -law s,  abolition of puberty exchanges and feasts at 
ear -pie rcing, the adoption of European clothing and the orienta ­
tion of all effort to the acquisition of  money. When his teaching 
became widely accepted the luluais allowed him to hold meetings 
in the village s but they did not support his views .  People agreed 
in principle to adopt changes,  but not many w e re adopted in 
fact . O > 
Sapona, the tultul of M 'buke, died in 1 943,  and Tatou 
the tultul of Bulitangalou was killed by a grenade in 1 9 44 . The 
people s elected Nabor to replace the former, and his main 
supporter Charopwe (the son of Lala) to replace the latter . 
They w e re confirmed in these  positions when civilian government 
was re sumed in 1 945 . It is of interest to note, however, that 
while they based their claim to leadership on a revolution in way 
of life,  Nabor and Charopwe were close competitors with the 
tultuls they replaced and with the then luluais on traditional 
c rite ria of de scent . ( 2 )  
The people of  M 'buke supported the Allied cause during 
the war and in 1 944 took four Japane se prisoners . The planta ­
tion had been vacated by its European owners in 1 942 and a 
District Officer who came to collect the Japanes e  prisoners 
( 1 )  Further details about Nabor (or Napo) are given in Schwartz ( 1962:228-30) which 
I had not read at the time of writing the above . 
(2) A number of genealogies was collected, but they are insufficiently complete for 
publication. They are available from the New Guinea Research Unit, Port Moresby. 
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gave the M 'buke people permis sion to u s e  the plantation . ( 1 )  
In 1 946 ,  Paliau s ent a me s sage to Nabor to come to 
Baluan with other M 'buke leade rs . He and Cha ropwe went with 
three canoe loads of men, but the luluai s  did not go . Some days 
after their arrival ' everything capsiz ed ' .  Unde r  the influence 
of a cult leader (not Paliau), people broke out in shaking fits,  
canoes and other prope rty w e re de stroyed, money was thrown 
into the sea and government books and badges of office were 
burned .  When the M 'buke people returned home some had 
similar fits, some threw away their money and killed the ir pigs . 
But there was much confusion and argument about what was the 
ri ght thing to do and many opposed the revolution . The gove rn ­
ment books were not burned .  
I n  1 94 7  Paliau vis ited M 'buke and told the people that 
shaking fits and destruction of  property w e re wrong and that they 
must follow the new way which consisted of abolishing traditional 
feasts and obligations ,  working hard to acqui re money, forget ­
ting tribal and other differences,  and j oining together for the 
common good . 
Shortly afte r Paliau ' s  vis it the people of M 'buke and 
Bulitangalou met and decided to unite as Paliau had advised .  
The villages of  Bulol and Bulitangalou were  abandoned and late 
in 1 948 all s ettled together at Korn on M 'buke . (2 ) Instead of  
building over the s ea as formerly, most built on the land as this 
was part of the 'new way ' .  Sinc e  then Korn has remained the 
only village in the M 'buke group, though it could be regarded not 
as a single village but as two contiguous villages,  for each group 
(1) The District Officer's written note gave the people the right to plant temporary 
gardens (pending further investigations of alienated areas) on European owned islands 
in the area - Bulitangalou Village Book 1 9  July 1 944. 
(2) The Village Books , however, disclose that this was preceded by disputes of some 
years' standing over the use of land at Korn. According to official sources the land at 
Korn belonged to Mundam ,  the luluai of Bulitangalou and he several times requested 
government support to stop the Bulol people building there . On one occasion in 1945 , 
when requested by a District Officer, he gave formal approval to the resettlement of 
Bulol people at Korn, but local informants say he withdrew it when the District Officer 
left. The Paliau movement eventually brought the two factions together. 
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oc cupied a clearly demarcated half of the village . ( 1 ) 
Following Paliau ' s advice they decided to s elect a 
single 'bos s '  for the whole group . A public meeting was held 
and Nabor was chosen as luluai and Charopwe as tultul . The 
appointments w e re confirmed by the gove rnment . Of the two 
former luluais Mundam was aged and Kapin, who had been some ­
what dis c redited for hi s opposition to the new way of life,  late r 
removed to Malai Bay and settled there . 
Charopwe was dismissed as tultul shortly afte rwards 
owing to personal trouble, and was replaced by Li tau Pankowas . 
Litau j oined the police force in 1 9 5 3  in another district, and was 
replaced by Manuai . 
In June 1 9 54 the Baluan Local Government C ouncil was 
established and the posts of luluai and tultul were abolished . 
M ' buke was entitled to two councillors, one of  whom was chosen 
by those who previously lived on Bulitangalou and the other from 
those who previously lived at Bulol . (2 ) At the first elections 
Nabor and Chakumai were elected as councillors for M ' buke . At 
the 1 9 5 6  ele ctions Nabor and Be rnard were elected and in 1 9 6 0  
Kaluin and Bernard.  In 1 9 6 2  the council was reconstituted and 
M 'buke was allocated only one councillor .  
elected. 
Bernard was re -
The story as related sugge sts, as  othe r incidents re ­
lating to leade rship suggest, that subj e ct to the ove rriding 
condition that one accepted the revolution, many of the old 
principles of organization and leadership sele ction remained . 
Pakob said, with the apparent approval of the group, "All the 
people agreed that Paliau was right . We w e re one people . We 
all came from Niachili as one people and the division into 
diffe rent parts that had happened in Ge rman times was w rong. 
So we all came to live together at M 'buke . The people wanted 
( 1 )  Today there is a certain amount of interdigitation over the boundaries ,  and the 
boundary itself has been formally abandoned in the effort to unite. 
(2) The District Officer tried to persuade the two segments of the population to 
amalgamate and all vote for two councillors who would have joint responsibility to the 
whole village,  but this was unanimously opposed. 
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Nabor to be bos s becaus e he was the s enio r  man straight from 
Niachili . "( l )  Charopwe, they said, wa s the eldest living son of 
Lala, who was the ' fi ght -leader '  of  the group . 
On the other hand, Nabor had had conside rable ex ­
perience of the white man ' s world, and this too s eems to have 
been an impo rtant pre requisite to leadership in the new situation . 
He had been five years a cook and four years a policeman (per ­
haps the two most influential and pre stigious oc cupations an 
indi genous person could hold in those days ) and had travelled 
widely . Charopwe, on the othe r hand, had obtained elementary 
education at the catechist ' s  school at Kabanu, and education was 
still scarce and hi ghly valued . 
Nevertheless,  there were several othe rs who had been 
to the catechist ' s  s chool, and others who had been away to work 
elsewhere . A s  most  are now dead it is impos sible to compare 
their personal qualities,  but it seems highly probable that one 
of the c rucial distinguishing factors in the case of Nabor and 
Charopwe was their des cent .  
Schwartz ( 1 9 6 2 : 2 2 4 ) speaks of high statu s in  pre - c ontact 
Manus society as being "partly hereditary, partly achieved, 
always requi ring validation through entrepreneurial initiation of 
exchange " .  It appears likely that the hereditary c riterion still 
has at least partial validity on M 'buke today and that traditional 
achievements have been replaced by non -traditional experience 
in terms of schooling, travel and res ponsibility (whethe r as a 
paid employee off the island or as  an e ffective organizer on the 
island) . 
The genealogical data c ollected are insufficiently com ­
plete to permit positive conclusions to be drawn, but they do 
suggest that more leadership roles, including elective roles,  are 
held by persons who are the eldest resident men in their 
(1) Examination of genealogies collected later showed that Nabor in fact had an older 
brother, but informants say that he lacked the personal qualities for leadership. 
Posalak was senior by descent but was only a young lad. The two � Ka pin and 
Mundam were also senior, but they had not accepted the new way. It is of interest 
to note that Nabor traces his descent to Niachili through two females, but he associates 
himself with this line rather than with that of his father or his maternal grandfather 
whom he says were persons of no great consequence . 
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familie s o f  birth, than by those who are younger brothers .  A 
number of y ounger br other s  do, neverthel e s s ,  occupy important 
individually owned and may be taken from anywhere on any of 
the 1 home 1 i sland s . T re e s  such as mamak (which is valued fo r 
making canoe outrigge rs)  or kasta (which i s  used for caulking) 
and the daka creeper (which is chewed with betel nut) are con ­
sidered as private property even i f  they grow wild within a 
grove of coconut or other economic trees . If, howeve r, they 
grow in the bush they may be us ed by anyone, irrespective of  
the descent group with which the land whe re they grow i s  
as sociated .  
The Purdy Islands 
As noted on page 3 2 ,  the M 'buke people claim rights to 
Mulitau ( Purdy Islands ) . They maintain that during their stay 
on the mainland and after their return to M 'buke in the 1 9 2 0 ' s  
they made pe riodic vi sits to the group to collect turtl e s .  ( 1 ) 
A fter Captain Gumini ' s  trading station was established at 
Chapuwai ( see page 5 0) they also made expeditions to the Purdys 
to dive for trochus shell . 
They assert that the islands were taken over by Euro ­
peans without payment or permission . ( 2 ) A plantation was 
established and the M 'buke people were no longe r permitted to 
visit the islands . The plantation was abandoned at the time of  
the second world war and the M 1buke people re sumed visits 
there . Expeditions to collect turtles,  trochus shell and copra 
have been made from time to time since and are still being 
made . 
Whereas in former times persons could only visit the 
i sland w hich had been allotted to their desc ent group, sinc e the 
war the se divisions have been disregarded and any M 1buke person 
may gather from any of  the islands . On the other hand all ex ­
peditions to the islands must now be approved by the council 
committee,  and large numb e rs travel together . 
( 1 )  Census patrols visiting the islands have several times noted in the Village Books 
that some of the M'buke men were absent in the Purdy Islands at the time of their visit. 
(2) Unfortunately the original docum ents were lost during the war. As the islands 
were not then inhabited it is oossible that thev were l"nmiriPrPri t" l·u> ,.,,, .�a n -,:i · · - - - - •  
Land ri ghts on the mainland 
M 'buke people still claim the area of land at Chapuwai 
where they settled when they fled from M 'buke at the time of the 
Ge rman punitive expedition . They make frequent visits there 
to make sago, collect thatch and gather wild foods . The extent 
of their claims is, however, disputed by c e rtain mainland people . 
Their claims to areas at Sapondralis, Lopia, and other mainland 
areas, as well as to such coastal islands as Chowai, Buluchewei 
and Choupach are also disputed, and the Village Book discloses 
that the se are disputes of long standing. Patrol staff have given 
decisions about ac cess  to the land from time to time but the 
matte r  still caus es friction between the groups . ( 1 ) 
The M 'buke people also claim rights over areas of sea 
adjacent to the lands they claim on the mainland . These 
stretche s of water contain trochus and mother -of-pearl shell 
and during thi s study a meeting was held to protest about main ­
land people diving for shell the re . It was decided to send a 
delegation to the District Commissioner .  There was not enough 
time to gather information on the grounds of the various 
claims . ( 2 )  
( 1 )  A number o f  cases are recorded in the Village Books. In 1 924 a government 
officer ruled that land on the Saleu river which was claimed by M1buke people then 
living at Chapuwai belonged to, people of Kabanu village but that all the coconut, 
betel and daka trees growing on 'if belonged to M1buke folk. A similar decision was 
given in 1 937 in respect of land and trees at Sapondralis. In 1 929 the District Officer 
warned Matankor people not to touch coconut trees on Chowai ,  Buluchewei and 
Choupach islets as they belonged to residents of Bulitangalou (but he did not decide 
the ownership of the land itself) . The same dispute arose again in 1 934 when Matankor 
people from Koko village tried to settle on Chowai.  The District Officer noted that 
the trees had been planted by M1bluke folk but that if the Matandor people insisted on 
settling he would 'hold court to determine ownership' . All the above , and others in 
respect to lands at Duliu, Moenai Point and elsewhere , are still in dispute today. 
Since 1 959,  patrol staff have not been permitted to give decisions about the ownership 
of land or reefs. This task is reserved for Lands Commissioners, but there are none 
in the Manus District. 
(2) Again evidence in the Village Books confirms the people 's  contention that dis­
putes between themselves and other groups about fishing and diving rights have gone 
on for several generations. Patrol staff seem generally to have informed disputants 
that any person may dive or fish in any place which is covered at high water. 
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